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'BA Degree Now Not Enough
(CPS)
Middle- and lowerincome students can improve
their earning power dramatically
by filing away their business
bachelor' s degrees and going on
for master's degrees in business
administration (MBA), a new
study has found.
But the highly touted MBA
doesn't help upper-middle and
upper-income students earn much
more than they could without an

MBA, the study also concludes.
The study of346 g-raduates of the
universities of Missouri , Kansas
and Oklahoma also discovered
that women from the middle,
lower-middle and lower classes
earned as much as their male
counterparts four to five years out
of school - half the sample had
BAs and half had MBAs.
"We think it's very gratifying
. finding equality (between the

sexes) for the lower group ," says
Tom Dougherty, the University of
Missouri-Co'lumbia management
associate professor who directed
the study.
Within four to five years of earning their MBAs , graduates from
the lower classes were making
about $11,000 more a year than
economically similar· students
who
earned
just
business
bachelor's degrees.

MBAs, however, didn't help
improve the earning power of
students
from
the
upper
economic classes.
" Students from the upper group
already have the skills and contacts necessary for success ,"
Dougherty says, " whereas the
MBA may provide the extra
socialization that those from the
See "Business," page 3

raaneMagrath
Speaks Up
VFor Women ·

Construction
Springs Up, Both
Inside And Out

Steven Brawley
managing editor

r)

Women ' leaders oHen take more
risks and use their intuition 'more,
Diane Skomars Magrath said during
a conferenc e on women and
· leadership here last Friday.Magrath is the wife ofUM Pres idei1t C. Peter Magrath. H6wever,
she terms herself as being h~s
"married partne'r." : .
. As the wife 01 the pr~sident, she
receives 30 percent of her husband's
salary ~or her various duties as, the
first lady of the UM ~ystem.
I Magrath told the conference
" Partnership. networking, team
work , cooperation, and \vorJ<ing
independently areal) notions. that
especlally fit well for women."
During her keynote address to the
conference. Magrath ouUined six
areas where she feels. women
.. ,approach leaders hip roles differen,r tlV from men.
' '' 1 will ' not be discussing
leaders,hip in terms of goals,. success. ego, and co mpetition, characteristics that have traditlonally
been tie.d . to leadership, and, fran - .
.
. kl_ men~" .
She described a style . that
.involved women's leadership in
terms of it being a procesS'; its fo"cus
on others and not self, its use of the
intuitive voice, its risk taking, and
its supp.ort sys tem . <
'
, .. In m y own life I have found I am
mo st creative. most energetic and
mo st successful when I work in
relationship with others and we
1 brain storm
and
support
al1d
evaluate ourselves," spe said.
Her
des cription
of
her
relationship with her husband reinforces he r beliefs.
" I work in part ne rship with Peter
Mag rath. he is the president, he is
mv boss. buUogeth er we strategize
th~ future, critique each other's
·work, travel together about half the
time. and often stand shoulder to
shoulder in recei ving lines and at
microphones "
.
Magrath is co-editor of the book

The
recent
unseaso nably
warm weather has kept many
campus co nstruction projects
right on schedule. Left, workmen
burn tile off the floor of the
bookstore in the ba s ement of th e
Univer s ity Center during its
renovation,
while
workmen
be low use finishing tools on the
new sidewalks leading in to Garage H.

Photos By

~

I

~teven

Brawley

See "Magrath" page 3

·Senate Votes Counted
.Craig A. Martin
news editor
Twenty -fiv e st udent s were elected to the University Senate April 1
and 2 in campus-wide elections,
• said J Hulsey-Mazur, Student
Association administrative chair.
Th e students, in t he order they
app e ar ed on the ballot, were:
Tom Bommarito, Steve n Thomas,
, Jackie Dilg, Verna Blevins, Robert
. Dawe s. Barbar a Willis , Kevin
Polito. Ste ve Bratcher, Sheila
• J ohnson . Edward Kennedy, Hilary
Shelton, Mi c hele Smith, Steve
Daugherty, Phil Thoman , Bryan
Overman , Kevin Lacostelo, Mark
Niemeyer, Russel Houston, Robert
Doyle, Kathy Grossheim, Steve
Wo-He, Jerry Eulentrop, Linda
Pavlakes , Ken Meyer and Connie
Foster.
•
The normal procedures for vote
'counting in the election had to be
modified this year, according to

INSIDE:

Issue 543

University of Missouri- SL Louis

The votes are usually counted by
the SA administrative chair, the
election commissioner and the
chief justice of the student court.
"We realized Wednesday afternoon that the student court chief juslice was Steve Daugh erty, and that
he also was a candidate for Senate,"
sai.d Mazur.
"So we called Student Affairs and
asked that another justice from the
court be provided to help count
ballots. When none showed up, we
counted them ourselves and will
present all of the information to the
Student Court for approval," he
said.
All ballots and information are
available for public inspection in
the Student Association office in the
University Center.
The University Senate consists of
75 faculty and staff members and 25
students elected at large.
The Senate deals with university.
issues ranging from policy descis ions to curriculum changes.

DMORE NEWS/Page 2

The UMSL cheerleading
squad likes to describe
itself
as
small
but
enthUSiastic. They spend .
the year conditioning for
. basketball season.

Page 7

Witness To Recent ·
Election Speaks
Monica Lauer
reporter
. An eyewitness of the Philippine
election process and reyolution.
spoke here last ThYrsday, detaiJng
recent events in the Philippines.
James R. Rush, recently returned
from the Philippines, where he w,as
cov'ering the e,lection and post ~lec
tion dev'elopments for the Universities Field Staff International
(UFSI), spoke before the UMSL
community.
.
He characterized the mood sf the,
country last fall as "in a pI'bfoun<!.
state of despair. The autumn was a
time when futility was the major
emotion people expressed in public
and in private. "
The reasons for this.bopelessness
were· the promises of elections that
were nev-er held, the inability of the
opposition leaders to unite, and ~he
knowledge that there would be .no
justice for the death. of Ben~gno
Aquino , the late h~sband of Cor:;lzein
Aquino, who, was assasinated when·
he returned to the Philippines to run
against -Marcos in an earlier' election, Rush sai·d.
, .
An . 'ex-ample of the general
helplessness of- the peopl~ was
shown during .a forum aUhe University of the Philippines that
addressed the question, "What is
ouT political future? " .one pOlitical
scientist ended his speech withJh~

l

statementt What are the ohanc"es'
for a libera'! democratic alternative
in ' the" 'PhHippiJ)es?There are
none .".
.
Rush said that last October this
attitude was justified l:)ecause' the
polit,ical forces -of the center could
not unite and assert them~elves in'
the political pro·cess .
,
. "I iJelievea at the time, and
almost everyone with whom I talked
over these matters also believed,
that the political,jU0mentum in'th-e
Philippines was clearly and probably irrevocably in 'the hand,s of the
left, and prpbably the far left, "
Rush said. .
He said the Comm~.nists were, the
only force that offered hope tQ,r
politica,l change in the Philippines
through armed insurrection. '
. When Rush returned to the Philippines in January, he was astonished
at 'the change in the emotional state
of the people, even though he h'ld
kept tip with the political events in
the COUI1try. Tbe. Filipino peop1e
were cauht up in Gorazo.n Aquino's
campaign for the presidency,
" From an atmosphere that was
reeking with despair, here was an
atmosphere in Jarruary that was full
of hope," Rush said. When the leftist
forces attempted to get p~ople to
boyc ott the election, claiming it was
fraudulent, the people· didn' t, go
See " Rush" page 5

UMSL Health Fair lnch.ides
Screening, Blo-od Testing
sponsored by General American
Life Insurance Company, KMOXTV Channel4, and St. Louis Bi-State
Chapter American Red Cross in conjun ction with the National Health
Screening Council for Volunteer
Organizations, Inc., a private, nonprofit
organization
based
in
Maryland. On-campus sponsors are
the UMSL Student Health, UMSL
School of Nursing, UMSL School of
Optometry, and UMSL Physical
Education Department. All these
organizations on campus are
volunteers.
.
The UMSL site will offer blood
pressure checks, visual acuity and
glaucoma testing, height and weight
checks, and body frame size. When
you register as a participant in
Health Fair, a health history will be
taken. Before you leave, 'your test
results will be reviewed with you by
a registered nurse and you will be
given information on referral
facilities if you do not have a private
physician or clinic. The testing is
fr ee.

Health Fair USA will come to
UMSL Wedne sday , April 16 , fr om 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Mark Twain
Build·ng. UMSL is just one site selected for an area-wide He'alth Fair
'SA Week, April 14 to 19.
Health .Fair is part of a national
volunteer effort to make an impa ct
on the health and well- being of
Americans. It is an ar ea-wide
sc r een ing pr oj ect de sign ed to identify potential health problems, such
as high blood pre ssure, vision problems. obesity, etc. Health Fair does
not make a diagnosi S of a health
pr oblem .
It does alert indi viduals to prob lems that should be followed up by a
physician and can direct yo u to
faciliti es where you can rave th'at
follow-up done .
Last year 18 percent of the
individual s screened were detected
to have so me abnormality and
advi se d to have m ore hearing loss,
elev ate d blood pressure, weight and
oral problems. Health Fair is also
an opp or tunity to learn a little m ore
about he al th pract ices.
'
Area-wide , the Health Fair is

See "Health" page 3

Hom esharing To Expand H ere Soon
Jacqui Lauer
reporter

Stud e nt Activities in cooperation with the County Older Resi sdence Program are working on a
new program. homesharing. and
plan to have it in full swing this
summer said Jan Archibald, student service advisor.
Home s haring is an opportunity
for stUdents to live within a five
mile radius of the campu s, and for
senior citizens living alone to
share their homes with someone
who can help out with odd jobs
around the house, sa id Marilyn
Maguire, director of the Eldercare
Center.
Homesharing is in the planting
stage. The progam was thought up
when Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman sent an article to Maguire con-

DEDITORIALS/Page 4

CHEE'RLEADING

·Aquino

cern ing a similar pro gram in
another state .Then Magu ir e heard
about a program at Penn Valley
Community College in Kan sas City,
which has been operating for fi ve
year s.
Both branches of the program
talk to the person interested ,
explain the pro gr am to the m and
scree n them by ph one or by a questionnaire . The qu esti onnaire is
there to .help avoid puttin g nonsmok ers with smokers. It is the
firs t step 'in negot iating the cost of
rent, Ar chibald said ..
Rent expenses vary ,depe nding
on the ne eds of both parties . The
ave rage charge is about $40 a
week said Valerie Whi te, of
CORP. It is rare th&t a student will
rec e ive free r oom and board , but
not out of the question. Helen

DCLASSIFIEDS/Page 6

McCaan, an 82-year-old wid ow, is
offering Roxanna Cue a rent-free
room , in return for Rox a nna's help
ar ound the hou se . Cue and McCaan
are the second match, homesharing has bro ught together.
Roger Chiu and Clarence Rafferty were the fi rst match under
the progra m. Chiu, a business
administration student at UMSL,
commuted back and forth from
South County. and felt the time on
the road could be used fo r studying. Chiu helps out with the more
ste nuous chores , taking out the
garbage and doing outside work.
" We respe ct old people," Chiu said
··in a recent interview, "Older people have wisdom to offer." It is
with that respect and honor that

Chiu zips Rafferty' s jacket, who ·is
beginning to get arthritis.
CORP has receiv ed many
inquiries from the elderly, but one
third of them aren't ideal
situations. " It takes a unique kirid
of person to live in that setting,"
White said,"And we have found
that foreign students work better."
She hopes that American students
will turn the tables and show that
they are just as respectful of the
elderly .
.
Ginger Moore, a student at
UMSL, is working under Maguire,
said that applications will be
available this summer.
Homesharing has made another
match
recently,
Josphine
Holland,74 , and Rashid Salim,19, a
student at St.Louis University.
See "Home," page 3
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VIDEO

BASEBALL

Rob Reiner's romantic
comedy, "The Sure Thing,"
starring John Cusack and
Daphne Zuniga, deals with
a teenage couple forced to
travel together .

The Rivermen baseball
team has been on a tear of
late winning seven of eight
games last week bringing
their overall season record

t014-7.
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Incentives
Curators To Consider Faculty Support
The Board of Curat ors next month
is scheduled to review recommendations .for enhancing the research
and scho larship activity of UM
faculty.
The recommendations
include financial incentives, the
creation of <;everal endowed chairs
to attract "worl d class" scholars to
the uni vers ity and better marketing
and licensing of patents.
The recommendations are based
on findings of the Special Committee
on
Facilitating
Faculty '
Research Efforts, appointed last
year by UM President C Peter
Magrath to identify ways to help UM
faculty obtain external support for
research and scholarship , including
determining what impediments that
frustrate faculty attempts to obtain
federal and private research gr~nts
might be removed and what incentives might be employed to
encourage faculty to seek funding.
The committee also was asked to
,assess the effectiveness of dec en'trali zation of research grant activity functions.

Applicat ions
Available For
SA Offices
Applications are now being taken
from prospective 'candidates for
.offices in the Student Association.
Students will' be elected to th.e SA
from each d)vision in the~ollege
. according to tlfe student population
,in each school.
"We first determine the number
of students in each clivision then
calculat e how ma'~y representatives.that schOOl geJs oil the SA;"
said J Hulsey-Mazur, SA administrative chair.
.
" Repres entation is based on populatic)J], like Congress," h~ said. '
The dates for the SA election will
be April 28 and.29
Polling places are the same as for '
the recent Senate elections in SSB,
EOB, Benton Hall, and the Univer-'
si ty Center . .
A student election commissioner
wiII be appointed by the SA administrative chair and then the two wBl
hire pollw.orkers from the student
body.
The Student Ass'ociation is comprised of stUdents elect~d fr om the
general student bo<jy, and representatives from recognize d student
otganizations.

The committee, chaired by UMRansas City Chancellor George A.
Russell, was created to address
long-range planning objectives·that
seek to in crease both the quality and
quantity of faculty research and to .
double-sponsored
research
funding.
The committee' s report has been
discussed by the Academic Affairs
Council; the graduate deans group,
the Intercampus Faculty Council
and adm inistrative staff groups.
The
committee's
recommendations:
- The president should issue a
policy statement stressing the
importance of external support for
research and sc holarly activity.
Vice presidents, chancellors, deans
and department chairs should be responsible for using the reward system of the university to promote
research and scholarship and to
encourage obtai ning external fundThe
statement
should
ing.

emphasize we importance of
research and scholarship in recr uiting new faculty.
- The university sho uld implement a system of personal monetary
awards for faculty members who
compete for and obtain external
su pport
for
res€'8rch
and
scholarship. Monetary incentives
s hou ld also be made available to
departments that have faculty
members who are successfu l in
obtaining external support for
research and scholarship.
To
bring
"world-class"
scholars to the university., UM
should create five or six endowed
chairs for each cam pu s over the
next five years , to be funded at about
$1 million each by the university,
the state and the private sector .
- A new Office of Patent and
Technology Transfer should be
created with a full-time admin istrator and staff to emp ha size
marketing and licensing. The office
would work closely with representatives

froil-;'

t!i e

four

bi.i;:,illt;~ ';

innovation centers associated with
the campuses. If it should be determined after five years that the
office is not effective, the university
should contract with an outside
organization to handle disclosures
and' marketing patents.
- Responsibility for negotiations
and awards should be at the cam pus
level. The university should adopt a
more flexible approach to patent
ownership. A concerted effort
should be made to improve support
services for faculty who seek external support for research and
scholarship.
Members of Russell's committee
on research were Delbert E . Day,
UI\1-Rolla ceramic engineering professor; Jacob Leventhal , UM-St.
Louis phYSics professor: Herbert
Goldberg, UM-Columbia microbiology professor; Robert L. Ross, UM
general counsel: Don Blount, UMC
graduate dean; and Kent Shelton,
UM assistant vice president for
financial services.

TELECONFERENCE: Participants watch a video monitor
during a video te.le confere nce called the " National Aids
Forum: Separating Fact from Fiction," held April 3 here. The
videoconference allowed participants to interact With the
moderators at the origination site in Massachusetts and
included questions and answers from a local panel.
I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

________

P

~
l
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Earn college credit at home:
an alternative to the c ampus
setting.
Summer 1986

Earn college credit conveniently at home through
telecourses offered by St. Louis Community College
on KETC-TY Channel 9 and Cencom Cable, Channel
31. It's a great way to get started on a college
degree, continue your education, update job skills
or explore a special interest.

For information on enrollment
and a descriptive brocrure,
including mall reQistration forms,
write or call:
Telecourse Office
Institute for Contin~ng Education
St. louis Commlrlity College
5600 OakJand Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63110

Earn three college credits for each of the following
courses:
HST:512 HERITAGE: CIVILIZATION AND THE JEWS
("Heritage: Civilization and the Jews")
Course Begins: May 31 , 1986
PSY:203 CHILD PSYCHOlOGY
("The Growing Years")
Course Begins: June 7, 1986
DP:100 INTRODUCTION TO DATA PROCESSING
("The New Literacy: An Introduction to
Computers")
Course Begins: June 10, 1986

(314) 644-9798
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Applications are
being accepted for
positions on the

1986-87 C:urrent
staff.
Interested
students are
invited to attend an
organizational
meeting on Friday

April '1 8, at 1
p. m. in the #1
Blue Metal
Office Building.
The focus of the '
meeting will be to
introduce students
to the various
opportunities the
Current offers.
Students unable
to attend the meeting should call

Steve Brawley at
553-51 74 for
further information
about the
newspaper.
The 1986-87 staff
will begin its work
over the summer.
Take time to
build your portfolio
and __ __ . Let the Current
put your major to
. work for you.
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116 S. Florissant Rd. ' Ferguso!l, ·MO 63135

@REDKEN

WE FEATURE
HAl R
AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS

BRING A FRIE '0
&

SAVE
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - ---'11:1

When you present one of the following Coupons.

---- - --

--------

EARN EXTRA INCOME

PERMANENT WAVE OR
CURL
$5.00 OFF! OR BRING
A FRIEND AND BOTH
RECEIVE 57.50 OFF!

SHAMPOO AND SET
or
HAIRCUT
ONE FOR $3.50 or
. TWO FOR $5_00

I

OF THE REGULAR PR ICE OF YOUR
PERM OR CURL
INCLUDES CUTAND STYLE'
Not valid on Sat Exp ires 5.'2 / 86
Limit 1 coupon per vrsit

Regular'ly ~4 SO each. Limit 1 coupon
per viS It. Not valid on Sat.
Expires 5.' 2 /86

------- -

------HAIR RELAXER
ONLY $16.50! OR
BRING A FRIEND ' AND
GET TWO FOR $28.00 .

NAIL TIPS
$12_50 FOR ONE, BRING
A FRIEND AND GET
TWO FOR $22.50

INCLUDES CUT, CONDITION AND STYLE.

Save $8 .00. L~mit 1 coupon per visit.
Not val id on Sat. Expires 5/2 / 86

Not valid on Sat. Expires 5/ 2/86.
Lim it 1 coupon pe r visit . .'

- - ------ --- - - - - - - -.
All work performed by students.

- ---.-.. . ..

- ~

- --

- --

- -- -¥.,;., -- .--~ . ~ ~---- .--- - --
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• Day & Evening Classes
• Job Placement Assistance
Send for our complimentary brochure.
Name ________________~~
Address, Zip __________________--,.

Phone ______________________

-call: 522-0798
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Following are the correct
allocations by the Student Ac- 1985-86 1986-87
tivities Budget Com m ittee. Allocation' Request

..Magrath

Home

1986-87
Allocation

from page 1
from page 1
" The President's Spouse: Volunteer
or Volunteered? She wrote the book
for the National Association of State
Univer.s'ities
and' Land·Grant
Colleges with Joan E. Clodius.
" Peter and Diane Magrath were
married in 1978 and have a 10·year
old daughter. She is currently work·
ing on a project entitled, "The Reu·
; nion of Sisters," involving both
Finland and the United States, and
is a consultant in Student Activities
at Stephens College.
1 Her appearance at UMSL was the
highlight of the 1986 Conference on
Women's issues sponsored by the
. UMSL Women's Center.
The conference offered panel

Assoc. Black Collegians
Beta Alpha Psi
Chess, Club
Chinese Student Assoc.
Current
Delta Sigma Pi
Disabled Student Union
Doctoral Student Organization
Evening College Council
Forensics
Gay/Lesbian Student Union
Greek Week
Horizons
International Student Union
Jewish Student Union
Kappa Delta Pi
KWMU Student Staff
Literary Magazine
Madrigal Ensemble
Music Educators Nat. Conf.
Panhellenic
Pierre LaClede Organization
Political Science Academy
Psi Chi
Psychology Organization
Rho Nu
School of Education
Student Budget Committee
Student Association
Student Investment Trust
National Education Assoc.
Student Optometric Assoc.
Volunteer Optometric Services
Symphonic Band
TV Productions
U. Center Advisory Board
University Players
University Program Board
University Singers

sessions on the importance of
women's networking as well as per·
sonal
accounts
from
various
women leader~.
Magrath said that it is important
that women's instincts are being
recognized.
"At last someone is giving women
credit for their sensitive, personal
intuition and listing high on the
scale of power. Of- course intuition
alone can be a little shaky, but intui·
tion coupled with experience, train·
ing
and
common
sense
is
unbeatable," she said.
In summary she concluded that
women supporting each other is the
aspect of female leadership that has
the greatest potential.

$12,150

$18,000

434

1,085

175

1,750
505

19,000

24,140
1,500

19,000
700

a

o

550

100

6,165
5,000

6,000

90
750
11,000

3,822

900

l,400
12.520
5,925

1,150

2.500

1,800

5,000
6,000

11,000

3,000

o

450

o

200

595
16,100

250

9.500

900
200
100

5,100

50
500

850
1,375
2,100

o

850

800

3,850

o

800

600

o

425

100

359
175

780
460

250

900

1,270
6,000
30,850
700

6.000
23,400

100
125

225

Kingshighway," Salim caught the
wrong bus another time, and the'
bus driver dropped him off as close
to his h'ome as possible.

o

1,128
175

900
6,000
29,700

6,300

2,800

1,000
700

400

600

450

900

1,000
10,600 .

13,477
63,745

3,450
12,100
30,000
89,360

71,300

2,412

2,597

2,597

$309,550

lower group need" to earn more
money.
And while "lower class" men
and women out of school for four
years were making the same
amount of money, females from
the upper strata were earning less
than males from the upper
strata.
Dougherty thinks it's because
wealthy females may not have the
same access to family businesses
as do upper· strata males, a factor
he found to contribute greatly to
earning power.
He also speculates affluent
women probably don't have the
same financial motives as females

150
150

1,350

9,400

11.715

$202,487

Health
from page 1
There is optional blood testing
available for a fee. The basic blood
chemistry test is $10 and covers 22
values which will detect problems
such as diabetes, kidney problems,
liver. problems, gout, and thyroid
problems. This test requires that
you fast for 4 to 10 hours before the'
test. Fasting means you should not

NORMANDY BANK
7151 NatuI'dl Bridge Road

, L'

St.

OUIS,

.

'

.

AFULL ·

Missouri b31 21 i SERVICE 1

\ [3ANI< ,I
Member FDIC

(314) 383-5555

' ._-/

It' s Electi on Time!
Stude nt A ssociation
E lections
'Ap ril28th and 29th

Another reason Salim has trou ~ '
ble is the differences in our
cultures. One evening Salim
returned horne late because his.
brother didn't get him to his bus stop. Holland said she was very worried and was about to call the
police. Salim apologized later that
evening he said,"Mom, after the ..
police would have found me, what "
would
they
have
done
to
me?" Holland said he calls her-:
morn, because Mrs. Holland is too
formal and Jo is disrespectfuL
"1 think it has been an enriching
experience,
learning
about
another
person's
culture."
Holland said, "Through talking to
them, which is colorful compared
to the black and white of books."

from page 1

o

350

$195,700

Total

H3,500
625
250

2,400
268
11,040

1,700

o

Salim is from a small country at
thefootofSaudi Arabia, andistak·
ing crash courses in English at the
university. Salim and Holland
were put together to aid Salim's
English. Holland has a large
family and said that Salim is her
new addition to it.
In addition to having difficulties
with the language, Salim is used to
taking the bus and has found him·
self in the wrong area. "The first
time was my fault, " Holland said.
"1 wrote south instead of north ill'

Participation in UMSL's Health Fair is open to
everyone 18 and over. There are other sites around the
St. Louis area set up to screen children.

eat or dnnk anything except clear
water, black coffee and clear tea.
Continue to take any regular
medications.
Diabetics
should
follow their regular routine.
The basic blood chemistry tests
plus coronary risk profile is avail·
able for $15, This test includes all
the above tests plus a coronary risk
profile which determines specific
cholesterol and triglyceride levels.
If you choose this test, you must fast
for 12 hours. If you are taking any
form or anti· coagulant or blood
thinner, you are not eligible to have
the blood tests drawn because of the
risk of bleeding. UMSL will not be
doing anemia testing.
The first follow· up will take place
at the Health Fair when you review
your results wi~h a registered nurse .

The second follow·up will occur in
about six to eight weeks when the
results of your blood tests will be
mailed to you. The results will indio
cate those tests which were abnor·
mal and should be followed up by a
physician. The third follow-up will
occur in about ten to twelve weeks
when an evaluation questionnaire
will be mailed to you. Your answers
help the planners make Health Fair
more relevant to vou and what vou
want to know.
'
Participation is open to everyone
18 years of age and older. There are
other sites that may offer screening
for children. For information on
other sites, call vour nearest
Walgreen's Pharmacy or the Health
'Fair Regional Office at 771·0500.

.. , the highly touted MBA
doesn't
help
upper·
middle and upper-income
students earn much more
than they could without an
MBA.
from the lower classes.
"Rich women can afford to take
interesting jobs such as working in
a museum," observes William
Hokanson, director of com·
munications for Harvard's business school.
There also may be a limited
number of well·paying jobs, which
often are grabbed by males from
affluent backgrounds, maintains
Charles Hickman of the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business.
Additionally, affluent females
have the option to leave the work
force to rear children more readily
than women of lessor means, Hick·
man says.
Doughtery's study, of course,
deals with grads of three schools
not nationally recognized as
heavyweights
in
business
education.
At least one observer thinks a
MBA from a "credential" school
will accelerate over a BA regard·
less of class," contends John Ais·
ner,
assistant
director
of
communications at Harvard's
business school.
Moreover, "where you go to grad
school is becoming more impor·
tant," he adds.
At the same time, students'
grades don't seem to have any·
thing to do with how much they
earn after graduation. Dougherty
found no relationship between
academic performance and pro·
fessional success.

Applications Available Now In
Room 262 University Center. Due April 23rd.

Election Hel p Needed
Election Commissioner
And Poll Workers
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These Are Paid Positions.
Stop By 262 Uninversity Center
or
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;Installment Plan
~ Reaching Ahead

CURRENT
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Registration for the Fall
1986 semester might not be
filled with the common anx~ ieties and pressures of previous semesters for some
students ,
thanks
to
the
implementation of the new
installment payment plan for
student fees.
Students, heretofore under
restrictions to pay their fees in
full , now have the option of
. chosing one of the installment
plans.
Students not available for
the installment process are
those
with
delinquent
accounts,
students
whose
enrollments are processed on
the basis of financial aid, third
_ party billings, scholarships ,
employee educationl assistance, students who enroll in
five credit hours or less , and
students who register after
classes have started for the
semester.
Students will be offered a
choiCe of three installmenl

University of Missouri-St Louis
1 Blue Metal Office Building
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St Louis, Mo. 63121

plans, a reaching step from the
bygone days of paying all fees
up front.
The students have cried for
such installment plans over
the years, always fruitless,
though. Undoubtedly, such a
plan could have retained some
students under financial difficulties within the uiversity
system.
Bill Moody, director of fis cal
operations, said the UM system has come to the realization
that "t he cost of a college
education has reached the
pOint where people should be
able to spread their payments
out if they want to.
It is unknown how the plan
will affect the university financially, but even if the university doesn ' t " break even, " it is
a service to the students that
can only help .
It is a service that the
students have been waiting
for.

Phone: (314) 553-5174
The Current is published weekly
on Thursdays. Advertising rates
are available upon request by contacting the Current Business Office at
(314) 553-5175. Space res'ervations for advertisements must
be received by noon Monday prior
to the date of'publicalion.

14-19.
A national volunteer effort to
promote the well being of our
health , the Health Fair is an
area-wide screening project
designed to identify potential
health problems .
The program provides free
and sound advice in many dif· ferent areas , including: blood
pressure, obesity, diabetes,
glaucoma, kidney and liver
problems , gout and other
abnormalities.
Through last year's participation , 18 percent of the
individuals screened were
detected to have some abnormality and advised to have it
followed up by a physician.
The Health Fair is a sound
idea to what can be hidden
problems in the health and well
• being of persons involved in
the UMSL community.

Anyone 1H years of age or
older is invited to participate.
It is sound medicine to anyone
who hasn't had a recent checkup or who is concerned that
they may be suffering from
some type of abnormality.
The Health Fair, sponsored
locally by General American
Life Insurance, KMOX-TV and
the St. Louis Bi-State Chapter
American Red Cross, in conjunction with the National
Health Screening Council for
Volunteer Organizations , Inc"
is being supported on campus
by UMSL Student Health, the
UMSL School of Nursing, the
UMSL School of Optometry,
and the UMSL Physical Education Department.
Everyone knows the benefits
of good health and the affects
of poor he alth . A free screening
definitely is worth the time and
effort
of
the
sponsoring
organizations ,
It is worth the time and
effort, too, of the UMSL
community.

". Disabled Week Not
:Just A Few Days
UMSL celebrated the sixth
annual Disabled Awareness
Week this week, with events
ranging from music to movies
to sports,
There were cross campus
wheel chair races, wheel chair
tennis, therapeutic horseback
riding,
and
awards
celebrations.
Let's hope the UMSL community
can
remember,

Colleae Press Service

however, that being disabled
can be a lifelong struggle . Let' s
hope the UMSL community can
continue to acknowledge the
disabled throughout the year,
rath er than April 7-11 alone.
The Awareness Week, sponsored by the Disabled Student
Union, the Division of Student
Affairs, the University Program Board and Pepsi Cola,
can be viewed more as a tribute
than as an awareness week.

I .

The Curren~ financed in part by
student activities fees, is not an
official publication olthe University
of Missouri The I:miversrty is [lot· responsible for the Current's contents and policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper
reflect the opinion of the editorial
staff. Articles labeled "commentary" or"column" are the opinion of
the individual writer.
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·Health Fair USA
Coming To Campus
UMSL will be hosting Health
Fair USA in the Mark Twain
Building next week, in conjunction with the metropolitan
Health Fair USA Week , April

I

All materials-containecr,within this
issue are the property of the Current and can not be reproduced or
reprinted without the expressed
written consent of the Current and
its staff,
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SA Travel
Defended
By Bercker
Dear Editor:
The Meyer-Lacostello campaign has committed a serious
tactical and moral blunder. They
distribut ed flyers last week
accusing tbe present student
administration of taking trips to
Chicago, New York, Washington
D.C. and, , . Nicaragua, We, the
students, are naturally supposed
to infer from that flyer that we
paid for those trips. As it turns
out, we did in fact pay for three of
those trips where Greg and
Hilary were supposed to repre- '
sent us and our interests, and
whether or not it was really
necessary for them to go there to
do so is supposed to be the issue,
,Furthermore, the question is
supposed to be whether or not
they spent too much time on
national issues to the exclusion
of other more prosaic concerns
at home. So much for the facts .
It is, however, a lie that the
present student administration
went to Nicaragua. It is, however,
true that Hilary Shelton, on hjs
own time, with his own resources, and with no student money ,
went to Nicaragua. He was not
down there as a representative of
UMSL. To suggest that because
Shelton is a member of the student administration, and since
he personally went to Nicaragua
is she'er sophistry, It is at best a
category mistake, If you're not
convinced, try this inference:
Hilary Shelton is a member of
student administration, stUdent
administration paid for his trip
to Nicaragua: This is pr.ecisely
the kind of fallacious reasoning
that Meyers and Lacostello
invite you to with their flyers. As
such, it is manipulative and fundamentally dishonest. It should
not be tolerated,
And if you think that it is
merely their wording that is at
fault, and that they meant no
harm, think again. In my conversation with Meyers and Lacostello, I pointed out to them that
their flyer was at fault for suggesting that student administration went to Nicaragua, and thus
inviting the suggestion that stu-

dent administration had paid for
it: And I told th e m that in fact we
did not pay for it. Need I say
more? But there is more, Ken
Me yers admitted toying with the
idea of leaving out the trip to
Nicaragua because of the
implication, but decided to go
ahead anyway, This proves"
beyond a shadow of a doubt, that
they knew very well what they
were doing, It was not an unfortunate wording. It was precisely
calculated to lead us to believe
that we had paid for it even
though they knew that we had not.
They had every intention of misleading the students, But they
hadn't figured on getting caught
at it.
Let me repeat their fallacious
reasoning. They claim the
following: 1) Hilary is a member
of S.A., 2) Hilary went . to
Nicaragua, so 3) S,A. went to
Nicaragua. But we have the
obvious - counter-example: 1)
Hilary is a member of S.A., 2)
Hilary paid for the trip to
Nicaragua, so 3) S.A. paid for the
trip to Nicaragua,
And my claim is not merely .
that they are guilty of fallacious
reasoning, but rather that they
willfully did so, As such, they are
guilty of malicious reasoning.
Pascal Bercker

Announces His
Bid For SA
Presidency
Dear Editor
On April2B and 29 all students
will have the opportunity to vote
for candidates of our student
gov ernment. it is vital that
students participate in electing
the candidates they feel will best
serve their interests. Your
choice of leadership will have an
impact on rising activity Jees,
how your stUdent activity fees
are spent and what focus your
student government will take.
At this time I am announcing
my candidacy for Student
Association president. Having
been in student government for
two years I have the ability, experience and enthus iasm to do a
good job for UM-St. Louis
students. Currently a member of
the University Senate I serve on
two senate comm ittees, Student
Aid and Admissions and Fiscal

Long-Range
Affairs
and
Planning,
As a member of the Stud ent
Association Assembly I was
elected chairman of the SA
Grievance Committee. I'm also a
member of the SA Executive
Committee and the Student
Association Budget Committee ,
Student government can playa
strong and important role for the
UM-St. Louis students. campus
and community, It is my desire to
make this possibility a reality.
While talking with other students
on campus they have expressed
many concerns that need to be
dealt with. These concerns range
from parking and bookstore
problems to the restructuring of
the Student Association Constitution. The challenge of these
issues as well as others will be
met.
Despite my disapproval in a
Student Association Budget
Committee meeting, the committee passed an activity fee
increase for all students and despite my disapproval of a $6 ,600
budget increase for Student
Association it passed the committee, These are the things that ·
you, the students, have a voice
in deciding.
Finally, I would like to thank
UM-St. Louis studen ts for their
time and interest in my candidacy, Once again I want to
encourage students to vote and
lets put UM-St. Louis first.
Sincerely
Ken Meyer

Chairperson
Regrets
Layout
Dear Editor:
I regret that the layout for
pages of issue 542 of the Current
accented largely unread "letters" while a woman who has
devoted her life to education and
development of stUdents gets an
award announcement tucked
away between a bible thumper
and a bridal boutique . Is it ineptness or misplaced values?
Sincerely
Charles R. Granger
Chairperson
Department of Biology
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LETTERS POUCY
The Current welcomes all letters
to the editor. The writer's student
number and phone number must
be included Non-students also
must sign their letters, !;Jut only·
need to add their phone number.
Letters should be not more than
two typed pages in length.
. No · unsigned letters will be
published. Names for published
letters will be withheld upon reques~ but letters with which the
writer's name is published will
receive first preference. '
Responsibility for letters 10 the
editor belongs to the individual
writer. The Current is not responsible for controversial material in the
letters, but maintains the right to
refuse publication of letters judged
by the editorial staff to be in poor
taste. No letters with libelous
material will be published Letters
may be edited for space limitations
Letters may be dropped off at .
the Current offices, 1 Blue Metal
Office Building, or the University
Center Information Desk The¥
may also be mailed to Letters to
the Editor, Curren~ 1 Blue Metal
Office Building, 8001 Natural Bridge
Road, St Louis, Mo. 63121.
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along 'with them . .
'According to Ru-sh, "The, cam-.
: pai,ici;waSjubilent." He sa:,id tJ)-at the
- pictures . Al11ericans saw -of the
.,: Flltp'lno people laughing, dancing,
· sigging and praying d_urlng the cam: P'f!'gJl reflected the changeq
: atmosphere.
.' '').lush had aSKed a dean ..at. the
: U:niv.ersity Of the Philippines what
, h~thoughi of the new a.ttitud,e. He
an'swere'd, H\Ve' have to do this, Uis
~ ~s absolutely the'. last chClnce'. fo'!"
peaceful
. change
in
the
, Phihppines." ,
People'~old Rush they were par:
: ticipating in the election because,
i: "We ;are praying for a miracle." .
When Marcos had the legislature
:: declare him the winner, the general
': feeling of despair did not returJ],
I L Ins
.a d, Rush said, "The momen: tum' Q'f the election campaign was
· sustained. It was almost as if people'
: cou),(1n't - wouldn't - believe it. 'It
,. : was , as, though tt wasn't real,ly
. : aver."
.
'
. '
·
The mirilc\ethe Fliipina people
· haped for finallY occul'fed in the
: farl!l at a military-'caup, when the
,' \' Marcos' minister of defense, along
: with General RamO's, declared they
: no longer accepted the legitima~y of
, the Marcos regime. Rush said that
M ' what the Filipinopeaple regard,ed
· as the real "miracle of miracles"
: then happen'ed .
"The spor'ltaneauS' partic'ipation
. : af hundreds af thousands - probab: ly mfllions - of Filipinos, gOing to
; the defense and prote,chon of these
.; men, whO' aI1ly a few days before
;: were part of the MarcO's govern~ . ment," Rush said.
:
Rush returned -to the Philippines
.~ after the cauphad' be-gun on the last
• : flight aut of Sidney. Australia to
l ~ ' Manila, A rumor circulated on the
' plance that' MarcO's had left the
: Philippines and the caup was over.

" The stewardesses' and stewa'rds
On the other hand , it cost us a lot less
could barely contain their-euphoria
than we thought it might. Who are its
as they passed this message al'0I1g ,"
parents? We' re not sur'e. Its right
Rush recalled. These people were
arm is itl-uch bigger than ifs left arm.
state employees
becallse the
There. is another problem; it has .a
government owned the airline,
doting unck"
'
which made their reaction iranic.
Rush described the coalition of
However, they discovered when
rebellian forces which are strl)gthey landed that Marcos was still in
gling for power in th~ new regime as,
the palace. The coup ended the
the fa~ left,. the ".saft left" which
next day,
believes in the Marxist analyses of
. When he returned; Rush tried to
the Ph'ilippines but 't:ioesn't want'to
visit Channel 4,.-,wliich w.is opc'e
change the palitical structure to
notoriaus for its cQ'mpfeteiOyalty to
communism , the Cen~er group, the
!\:larcos. It had been .· captured by
demacratic right: which includes
troops loyal to the coup tha.t da'y, He
former landowners and' the far
couldn't get clase at first because
right. Although her husband W?S a
the streets were cro~ded with peomem ber of the d emocratic right,
pie making bonfites, sleeping, all.d
Cory Aquino is in the Center. Her
praying, prafecting the stahanfrom
ca~inet includes people from the
government forces. It was the only
soft left to the far right, but no milicommunication source for tbe
tant communists.
,.
rebeliion.
Accarding to' Ru~h , w\:tathappens
Rus h finally got to the station and
next depends next in the Ph\lip~ines
witnessed the upheavel, as peo-ple
depends almost enfirely upon
who had never been an television' Aquino and her cabinet, and she is
before· tried
~o
direct
the
the piv-ot. " She is very interesting
rebeilian:
because she'hqs' very ' few well
Rush described the scene: "Peothought out, analytically political
ple were saying, ' We've heard that
idea;;," Rush nated: He said-that she
traops are.headed to this particular
is a ·humanitarian Who believes ,ih
place,. why don' t some pf).ople go
justice and the democratice pro.c~ss
there' and 'Folks on this street need . to create a better .~ociety. 'She is
food , please take some food
anti-communist besause · of het"
tit ere. , ,, .
rel(gian and the saci~1 · class she
Rush attende.d the ina~'guratiolJ of . belongs to, which tlelie-ves iri the
Corazon Aquino -theneKt day, an'd
right to own property.
Marcos left that evening. Rush
However , Rush said that she is a
n(!'ted, "It was ·a new world in the
reformist because she does believe
Philippines; a new ' country with a
'in
more equ~l distributian af
new
gaveniment
completely
wealth .
unprepared to take upan itself the
Abaut her attitude toward. the
challenge of governing a country)'
United States , Rush said,' "Most
. Rush gave'an analyses of the curpeqple close to Mrs" Aquino th;ink
rent situation by Father Del'atory,
she is more negative aboout the
who was a political detainee during
United States than she might shaw. "
Marcos' rule far 10 years, He com-'
During the beginning of her cam'
parcuj · the gavernment to a prerlilapaign in' the fall she said she _would
tur~e baby. .
'
remove the American in'ilitary
"F,rom the Marxist point of view
bases in the Philippines, and that
the baby came sooner than' we
her
country
must
be
more
expected,it was n'Uully developed.
autonomou s.
But Rush rloted," She comes rig'ht

out arid admi~s that the happiest
time in her life was when she lived in
Boston' for 'three years," .
,.
Rush believes the' issQes ,that
must be "dealt with include' the'
nature of the government, economic
policy, and foriegn policy. The
general consensus ',is that the
government will be 'l presidential
cons,t~tutional system. based on the
Constitution Of 1935. !fhe economic
debate focuses on a balance ,between free enterprise and a redis,
tribution of wealth,
As 'for the foriegn policj, Rush
noted that "i t is defined as strictly
based "upon the relationship be- .
tween the Philippines and the
Unitetl StCltes."
The Filipinos regarded the Marcos regime' as "The United StatesMarcos "
dictatorship,:
and
accar'cllng to Rush, "there is an enarmous wa.tiness among the FilipinO's
about tbe role of the LTnHeQ States,
and the bases are a manifestation
af this. '~
Rush said the 'bases will either,be
removed in 1991 when the cantract
comes up for reView ar the govern-'
ment will try to' get a better deal
monetarily fram the United States.
Rush conc\udeq by noting the
elements of disunity and unity i,n the,
Philipp.ines. F'orces which threaten
the government's' strength include
armed Marxists who still are fight~
ing in Philippine autskirts, the
military ~vhich might try to' build up
strength to combFit theCOrh.
munists , the econamic situation and
" politics as usual".
However, cohesive elements
include social forces such as family
ties, the tradition of civilian supremacy , the Church, a deep belief in
demacra'cy, the r"ealization that
there is 'no alternative to this
government, and Cory 'Aquino
herself.
"None of what ha~pened' could
have happened without her," Rush
said,
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FREE TESTING & COUNSELING: TUES. THRU SAT.
• Abortion Servc ies • Tubal Sterilization
. • Community Education Programs
• Licensed. Non-profit. Board certified Doctors

• Two locations

reproductive
health services 367-0300

Each year, the Division of Student Affairs recagnizes those
stUdents who have made significant contributians to the University
in leadership capacities, volunteer work and ather performances in campus student activities, These individuals have done much to' promote involvement in student life on campus.
The recipients of the 1986 Student Affairs Award are:
Greg Barnes, Joan E . Beckwith, Tom Bammarito, Jr. , Steven
Brawley, Geoffrey Burton, Jean' Cavender, Mary Kathy Grossheim ,
John R. Hancock, Cheryl M. Hodak, J. Hulsey-Mazur , Richard Klosterman, Jr., Susan A. Kramer.., Pamela Lichtenstein, Kenneth A.
Meyer, Kyle Muldrow , Mary Kay Murphy, Mary S O' Mara, H. JeJfrey Pilgrim, Lisa Quigley, Thomas C. Sachs , Michele M. Smith,
Diane Stecher, Mark V. Washington, Mary T. Weiler, Venita Weintraut, Janet Wieclaw, and Yazdani Zia.

Student Life ·Nominees.
Each year, the Division of Student Affairs recognizes individuals
. who have made significant cantributions to the quality of stUdent
life at Ul'1SL. These individuals are members of the faculty or the
staff. This year four have been selected as finalists from the many
whO' were nominated.
The four finalists are: John J, Boswell: Psychology; Harry J.
Gaffney;Evening College; Ivan D. Kaylor, InstructianM Tech'nolagy;
and Idel M. McCullough, Financial Aid . These four will be
recogniz~d at the annual Student Affairs Awards Ceremony
scheduled for Wednesday, April 23 , 1986 at 2:30 p.m. in room 222.
J . C. Penney. A receptian will follaw in 229 J .e. Penney. The
recipient of this year' s Student Life Award. will be announced at the '
ceremony.

Poetry Writing Offered
A five-week course designed to help writers strengthen their
poetry writing skills will be offered by UMSL ' s Continuing
Educatian-Extensianbeginning in April.
"Poetry Writing: Getting to Meaning" will be held Mondays beginning April 21 at 6:30 to 8:30 p.m .. Topics include generating poetry
from expressive or structured exercises , revision, use af metaphor
and imagery and publishing tips.
Alice G. Brand , assistant professor of English and director af continuing education writing programs at UMSL, will lead the caurse.
The class will be held in the J,C. Penney Building, The fee for the
course is $55 ,
For more infarm a tion, call Clark Hickman at 553-5961.

Women's Scholarship Set

PROJ ECT PH I LI P
'I :

Student Affairs Recipients

The Bible Solves all your probJems
when all things an d friends fail you

The Lafayette Area Branch of the American' Association of
University Women will be offering a scholarship to a mature woman
with a 3.0 GPA for the academic year of 1986-87.
Applications are available in the financial aid office, room 209
Woads Hall.

'We offer a'tree Bible and Correspondence
course to a" students. Free postage .
Write to: Project Philip - College Campus
P.D. Box 1.1301, Clayton P.O.
Sf. Louis.~ MO 63105

Education Colloquim Set
Neil Malloy, Missouri State Represenative fram Di st rict 81, will
speak on "Legisl at ive Developments and the State of Education in
Missouri. " on Fri. April 11 at 11 a. m . at UMSL,
The colloquim, presented by the UMSL department of Behaviora'l
Studies of the School of Education, will be held in the Northwest
Room an the South Campus , Call 553-5782 far information.

Big Mountain Speakers

The Real Life Adventures
Of AMake-Believe (op.

Representatives of the traditional people of the Hapi and Navajo
american indian tribes will present a lecture and prese~tation at 2
~m . Manday, April 21 at UMSL in 200 Lucas ,
The elders, mostly speaking through translators, will be speaking
on public law 93-531, the Navajo and Hopi Relacatian Act. The act
seeks to relocate 14,000 people from the Big Mountain area in
Arizona so the area can be used for mining,
For more information call Dr. Van Reidhead at 553-6024,

"'-

Graduate Prize Awarded
........

UMSL graduate Dixie Lee Adamson has been awarded a $500 honorable mention prize for graudate study by the Honor Society of Phi
Kappa Phi.
Adamson was one of 30 selected for honorable mention from a
group of 171 of the nation's autstanding 1986 college graduates. She
plans to study clinical psychology at UMSL.
Phi Kappa Phi is a national scholastic honor society with headquarter s on the campus of Louisiana State University and chapters
at 240 colleges and uni versities throughout t he nation, Founded in
1897 to recognize academic excellence in all disciplines, Phi Kappa
Phi established its fellowship program in 1932 and has hanored over
800 scholars with awards,
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Frida at a Theatre near
" :I I .1 n .

! CJISIIM Illtll

7516 StanwoodSt. Louis, MO

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE UMSL AREA
For More Information: 389·9998
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'. Last day any student may
drop a course or withdraw
from school.
• Men's Tennis vs. Northeast
Missouri State at noon at the
Mark Twain Complex. Admission
is free. For more information, call
553-5121.

• Women's Tennis vs. University of Tennessee-Martin at 3
p.m.
at
the
Mark Twain
Complex.
• Men's Baseball vs. Wright
State at 1 p.m. This doub leheader will be played in the Mark
Twain Complex.

1 2 1~_S_a_tu_-rd_-a.....y
- ------..,..,1
'l
,• "Common
Medical
E mergencies and What to Do"
w il l be the topic of the next
" Saturday Morning Health
T al k" from 10 to 11 8.m. in Room

218 Mark Twain Building. Admission is free. For. -more information call 553-5220. Sponsored
by ' the
UMSL
Welfness
Network.

greek week-• The UMSL Greek Fraternities will sponsor "Greek Week"
from Sunday, April 13, to Saturday, April 19. The following is a
schedule of "Greek Week" events to be held in and around the
campus area.
April13:
.
Ap ril 14:
Ap ril 15:

Greek Sing and Talent Show from 6 to 10 p.m. in the
J.e. Penney Auditorium.
Canoe Race at noon on Bugg Lake.
Parlor Games-Ping Pong at 1 p.m. at the Sigma Tau
Gamma House; Pool at 1 p.m. at Cue and Cushion, 2425
Woodson Road; and Foosball and Darts at 7 p.rn at the
.
Sigma Tau Gamma House.
Ap ril 16: Cooed Games at 1 p.m . in the Mark Tw,ain Field.
Apri l17: Trivia Contest at 1 p.m. in the Summit Lounge.
April 18: Greek God and Goddess at 1 p.m. in the Mark Twain
Building and a Swim Contest at 2 p.rn. in the Mark
Twain Pool.
A pril1 9: Greek Games at 9 a.m. in the Mark Twain Field and the
Greek Week Banquet at 8 p.m. at the Imperial House,
6324 We'st Florisssant

- -------11131__
~

• The UMSL N ewman House
will sponsor a " Day of P ra yer
and Sol itu de" at the bluffs of
Godfrey, Illinois, overlooking the
Mississippi river. The group will
meet at t he Newman House,
8200 Natural Bridge Rd., at 9:15
a.m. and return around 6 p.m. Fof
more information, call 3853455.
week's
" C reati v~
• This
A ging" program will feature
talks on "Blacks In Higher
Education:
The
80's . and
Beyond" and "The Fifth Annual
National Consumer Week-April
20-26." The program airs every
Sunday from 7 to 8 p.m. on
KWMU (FM 90.7).
In "Blacks in Higher Education," the Creative Aging staff will
pre-view a one-day conference
to be held Apr"il 23 for national

S_
u_na_·a....y

and local educators. They will
discuss the problems and possible solutions of the black crisis
in higher education.
Special guests for this segment
will be Janice Vails and Carolyn
Emerson, both of the UMSL Special Services Program, and
Bridgette Jenkins, counseling
psychologist for the UMSL
Counseling Service.
In "National Consumer Week,"
Melodie Garner, trade practice
consultant for the Better Business Bureau, will discuss how
consumers can protect themselves from fraud and trickery.
• Men's
Baseball
vs.
. Northeastern Illinois at 1 p.m.
This double-header will be
played at the Mark Twain
Complex.

.----1 1411-__

M_o_nd_a....
y

• The UMSL Student National
Education Association will
sponsor a "Meet the Principal
Night" at 7 p.m. on the South
campus.
This
program
is
designed to acquaint prospective teachers with the teaching
profession GIlAsts will toe Frank
Fe" ~nn c ip a l of Kirby Junior

-----11 1
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$ 50 to $500 weekly
!'kjng part time at home.
o experience necessary.
Send
Sell-addressed
Stamped En velope to:
"Student Income", .. P:O.
Box 1233, Ballwin, MO'
63022
Come grow with us!
Rapidly expanding com·
pany seeks motivated,
enthusiastic and. personal
people for full/part time
pOSitions i n telemarketing.
Guaranteed salary plus
bonuses. '(;aIl344·9000.

The Old Spaghetti Factory
is looking for personable,
neat, and.energetic people to fill positions as bar'
tenders, .
cocktail
waitresses, food waiters
and
waitresses.
and
kitchen personnel. Experi·
ence
not
requ ired.
Applicants need apply
Monday through Friday,
12:00 to 3:0.0 p.m .. Call
S21-0276.
Grey Eagle Di stributors,
Inc. St. Louis County's
Anheuser-Busch
Wholesale'r is now taking
applications for 198 6-8 7
Campus Rep·re sen tat ive.
Please send resumes ' or
letters of interest to: Grey
Eagle Distributors. Inc.
2340
Millpark' Drive,
Maryland Heights,. MO
63043, Attn: Jeff Clinton.
Part-time position avail·
able. Pool and spa sales
(retail store). Experience
preferred-not
required.
Call 569-1661
Tired of flipping burgers or
being a couch potato in
the summer? Missouri
Citizen Labor C02;lition's
now hiring grasr"oots
political outreach staffers
for summer. $180-$220.
EOE Training. Fun. 7210140.

SWAP
For information concerning the coded positions listed by the Student Work
Assignment Program, .call
553-5317.
Office Manager to work 9
am. t06 p.m. 3 days/w eek.
Must type 40 w pm,
shorthand. helpful. Good
office
skills.
Pleasant
phone voice. Salary is
$200-$225/week.
.
Clayton. Code 02·41,86.
SWAP. room 346 Woods
Hall.
Part tim.e counter person
needed in the Ferguson
area to opera te adding
machine, work with the
public and some computer
work. Monday 9 am. to
5:45 p.m. and Saturday 9
am.-2:30 p.m .. Salary is
$3.35/hr. Code 02·4188.
Contact SWAP, room 346
Woods Hall.
Data Entry part time .. 2-3
days/week. Need experience with IBM PIC and
Data Processing. Salary is
$5.50/hr. Flori ss ant. Code
02-4189. SWAP, room 346
Woods Hall.
Recruit ing Assil.. Need
good
communication
skills and be able to work
well under pre ssu re. 20
hr./week.. Salary is $7/hr.
Creve Coeur. Code 024192. SWAP, room 346
Woods Hall.
Clerk part time towor'K 2 to
3 hrs/day, 5 days/ week to
. help answer phones. write
letters, typing 40 wpm, but
accuracy
rather
than
_speed. Downtown. Code
02·4193 . SWAP, room 346
Woods Hall..
Clerk typist to type 40
'wpm. Medical Terminol·
ogy prefeired. Salary is
$S.06/hr. Part time work.
Downtown. SWAP. roem
346 Woods Hall.

For Sale
1976
Pinto
4-speed.
69,000
miles,
AM·FM
stereo. Runs very well.
$450.
1980
Yamaha
SR250G Street bike, runs
and looks sharp. $495.
839-0170. Mark..
1984 Olds Cutless Special
Addition, V-6, Power windows. doors, antena, AM
and FM, wire wheel covers,
balance
of
warantee,
$7,495.843-0463.
1.977, charcoal grey, Trans
Am. 400 c.i.d. , <I barrell,
automatic. Rebuilt engine,
transmission,
front-end,
carburator, exhaust. Has
power windows, shift ki~
stereo cassette, traction
bars. Very nice. $2500.
Call . Andy at 394-2833
after.1 :30 p.m.
'75 Plymouth Duster, Runs
well. Dependable. 89,xxx
$650.
Owner
miles.
Financing Av·aUable. Call
Coach Larson at ,5535641.
Cable T.V., 50 channels
only $1 OAO/month' .If you
live in the following zip
codes, 63121 , 63133"
63134 63135 or 63136,
you may be eligible for this
special offer. Call Jeff at
524-6880 or 993-6156
(after 5) to see if you:
qualify.
1979 SUZUki 550E.'· New
tires. New battery. Disc
brakes. Needs tunS:up.
$600. Helmet and repair
manual included. Call
Dave at 838-1 742.
1980 Pontiac Sunbird.
AM/FM automatic air PIS
new tires.
Hatchback.
$1500. Call 947·4005.
Bicycle Women's 26 in.
Schwinn 1O-speed. Lights,
best offer. 261·7153 eves.
Light weight.

optometriC
four-year
and
career
curriculum
options.
Those attending will have
the opportunity to participate
in
hands-on
experiences
designed to provide an awareness of what it is like to attend
optometry school. They will
participate . in
optometric
laboratory exercises, clinical
testing
and
optometric
patient care.
Admission to the workshop
is free. For more information,
or to register, call the UMSf.-~
School of Optometry Office QI,
Student Affairs at 553-626 t

• The
UMSL
University
Women will hold their annual ~iiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;:;;;;;~' ·"
t'
"Spring Book Sale" Tuesday,
r
April 15, through Thursday, April
17, from 8 am. to 8 p.m. if') the Library Annex, located west of
Thomas Jefferson Library and
north of Bugg Lake.
Popular fiction, special interest and scholarly publications,
records, and magazines will be
• The University ProgJam
• "The
Clock Tower:
A
sold at prices ranging from 10
Metaphor Through Evocative Board will present a "Cla$sic ,cents to one dollar. PersOns who
Western Double Feature',~ in
Anthropology" will be the subwant to donate items for the
ject of the next in a series of their "At the Movies" feature i i,
,"
book sale may call 553-5442 to . Modern Foreign Languages this Thursday and Friday at-.6:30
arrange to have . them picked
Seminars beginning at 1 :15 p.m. p.m. inthe MarillacAuditoriufl:1 on ..
up.
in Room 110 Clark Hall. Guest the South campus. Films;~.will ..
speaker will be Hernan Torres,
include "High Noon" and ,~:Rio ~ I
visiting assistant professor of
Grande." Admission is $ :j, n for •
anthropoloqv at UMSL.
students with an UMSL ICl,.and
$1.50 for general admission.;
.,.
• A "Nature Photography
Workshop" will be offered by
the
UMSL
Continuing
1)11
Education-Extension
on
• The UMSL Center for '-Ilterobservation in UMSL's obsernational Studies will spotr;;pr a
Thursdays, April 17, 24, May 1
vatory. The registration fee is
and 15, from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in the
talk on "The Sociological
$50. For more information, call
J.C. Penney Building. Also, the
Implications
of
VictGuian
553-5961.
class will go on a field trip on
England" in their next InierSaturday, May 3, from 10 a.m. to
national Seminar. The tallvwil1
begin iit 2 p.m. in the McDonCleJ.i 33:30 p.m. Topics for this "how-to"
Conference Room, 331 SSB. •
course
include
close-up
• Men's Baseball vs. St. Louis
William J. Fishman, tutor in
photography,
'photographic
University at 3 p.m. at the Mark
Labour Studies at Queen ·Mary. ::
equipment, composition, in-field
Twain Complex. Also, the Men's
College at the Univeristy of,bondemonmstrations and hunting
Tennis and Women's Tennis
don, will be the featured speaKer. ~
with a 35 mm camera. The registeams will go against Southeast
tration fee is $45. For more inforStudents are welcome anO.. re- Missouri State, both at 3 p.m., at
freshments will be served . . .:
mation, call 553-5961 .
the Mark Twain Complex.
.. .

t:

Thursday ': ,
. ~

..

Wednesday

• The next in a series of UMSL
Women's Studies Seminars
will be "Sheroes of the AfroAmerican
Literary Totem"
from noon to 1 p.m. in Room 318
Lucas Hall. Eugene Redmond,
visiting professor of English at
UMSL, will be the featured
speaker. For more information,
call 553-5581.

• The UMSL Women's Center
will sponsor an "Auto Maintenance Workshop" from noon
to 1 p.rn. in Room 107 A Benton
Hall. Participants will learn how
to extend their life of their car.
Cathy Burack, director of the·
Women's Center, will lead this
crash course in basic auto
maintenance.

• The
UMSL
Continuing
Education-Extension will offer
a course on "Observing the
Heavens" on Wednesdays, April
16 through May 14, from 7 to 10
p.m. in the J.C. Penney Building.
Topics for this introductory
course will include an illustrated
survey of the planets, moons,
stars, nebulae, constellations
and galaxies. Students will also
learn tips for amateu r starWeather permitting,
gazing.
sessions will include riirect

Miscellaneous
Help W ahted

51J-_T_u_e_sd_a.....y

• The' UMSL School of
Optometry will sponsor its
fifth annual "Optometric
Workshop"
for
college
students, high school juniors
and seniors, and high school
and college guidance counselors and advisors from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m ; April 11, on the
South campus.
The workshop is designed
to provide participants with
information on optometric career opportunities. Included
in the workshop will be discussions
on
admission
requirements, the Optometry
College Admissions Test, the

!

• "The
Future
of
SinoJapanese Relations" will qe
the topic of the next I nternational Seminar, sponsored'
by the UMSl Center for International Studies 'the political
science department and the
Missouri China Council. The
seminar will start at 2 p.m. in the
McDonnell Conference Room,
331 SSB. Allen S. Whiting, director of the Center for East Asian
Studies at the University of
Arizona, will be the guest
speaker. Students are welcome
and
refreshments
will
be
served.

Kawasaki SR79 with all
extras. Garaged. 5000 mi.
261·71 53 eves. $1200.

classifieds

High School, and Sam Scorintino, assistant superintendent of
the Parkway School District.
They will discuss what school
districts look for when hiring
teachers and how districts
choose curriculum. There will
also be a question and answer
session during the evening.

workshop'---

Need a place to stay for
the summer? ' .Two bed·
room apts. and sleeping
rooms
available
from
$100/mo. Within walking
distance to UMSL.· Call
Coach Larson at 5535641.
Attention!
Attention!
Attention! Typing done in
my
home,
evenings.
Reasonable " rates. $1/
page. Call after 6 p.m. 3814728 (Kathy). UMSL area
Natural
Bridge
at
Goodfellow.
Female roommate needed
for summer months, May,
June, July and Augusl.5
min. from campus at Lucas
and Hunt Village. Furnished.
Rent
approx.
$160/month
including
utilities. Call 383-6686
after 6 p.m.
House to share 3 bedrm., 1
and 1/ 2 baths. Professional White Female to share
with' 2 mature Female
Graduate students preferred. $225-~50/month
plus 1/3 of utilities. Call
after 4 p.m. 653-1199.
Music lessons. Basics of
reading music made simple.
For
amateur
musicians who perform.
but do not read music.
Teacher is senior music
major.
All. materials
needed prOVided. Fees
reasonable. Discount for
students
and
senior
citizens. Private and group
.instructions. 524-5903 .

Typirig orWordproce's sing
service done at a very
rea'sonable rate. Give your
term papers a "polished"
look. Call Debbie at 3851051 or 389-3564 (after
3:00 and weekends) or
stopinandsee meat8451
Natural Bridge. Fast turr;arou-nd promised!

.'

I Ll

• Free health screenings will
be offered at a "Your Health!
' Health Fair" today from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. i.n the Mark Twain Gymnasium For all people eighteen
and
older,
there
will
be
screen ings of blood pressu re,
visual acuity, glaucoma, height
and weight, and body fat percentage, plus general health information and referral services.
There will also be a optic:lnal
blood chemistry test for a fee of
$10 or $15 which will require
fasting. For more information on
the blood chemistry test, or any
other questions, call 553-5671.
Sponsored by the UMSL Student
Health
Center,
the
School of Nursing, the School
of Optometry and the physical
education department.

"YCCOM" You Can Count
On Me· Home Develop!nent Center for children
through 5 years of age.
Three miles north of campus. Available day hours.
Call me and let' s talk about
your child and my ideas.
Shari 521 ·6820.
.
Typing. Word processing$2/page. Two locations for
your
co·nvenience.
Steward's-739·5344
in
Bridgeton and Write On
Time-279-1349 for the St.
Charle s
area
Quick
turnaround!
Attention Students and
Instructors:
Expert typing, proofreading and editing services
are available. Let us polish
your paper to perfection,
whether for publication or
for class
assignment
Rates:
Typing, $1.50'
$5.00/page; proofreading,
$1.QO-$3.50(page;
editing, $7 .00/hr. Rates vary
according to content and
complexity of r<1aterial.
Call 429-4364 for appoint·
ment and exact price
quotation.
Year end oeacn break c {
$99 for a week .at f ,t
Walton
Beach,
SOL '1
Padre Island and Daytona
Beach! Hurry, call Sun·
chase Tours for more infor·
mation
toll
free
1-800-321-5911 TODAY!
When that 1ast t est is over
... 'Bree,k for the beach
with Sunchase!
Free health screening for
height and weight, blood
pressure, visual acuity and
glaucoma April16 9 am. to
4 p.m. in Mark Twain Gym.
Call 5671 for information.
A
PROFESSIONAL
RESUME $6 & UP. Expert
Writing, Typing & Printing.
Also letters, reports, etc.
DOWNTOWN-·--2147254;
FLORISSANT--·921-5003:
CREVE
COEUR--"997-2239;
CLAYTON·---726-0999;
DES PERES----821-7281

Personals
Good luck to the Tek~'s. in
TKE week.

To the Blonde South
County Girl:
I see you every M-W-F in
the Summit Lounge. I'm
too shy to approach yqu
and strike up a conversa·
tion. Please help me with
the formal introductions.
Wednesdays at Indoor
would be nice.
Patiently Waiting
Carol,
Hope you have a terrific
birthday!
Your friends in Delta Sig
Chris in 11 ;00 Micro.,
I watch you at every class
and I know you must have
noticed me. You're always
in my thoughts and
dreams. I only hope you'll
feel the same. I'll be in a
brown leather jacket'
Classified Ads are free of
charge
for
UMSL
students. faculty and staff
members.
Others
are:
charged $3 for the first 40
words and 5 cents for each
additional word (If more.'
than 40 words, please '
attach ad
to a separate '
piece of paper). ' Make
checks or money orders
payable to the .University
of
Missouri-St.
Louis
(Sorry, we cannot a{;cept
cash payments). Please
place your ad on the
Classified Ad Forms avail·
able at the Current olfices,
1 Blue Metal Office Build·
ing, or in front of the
bookstore in the Univer·
sity Center. Include your
name, ID number and the
classification under whic~
your ad should run. Due to
space limitations, only one
ad per subject may run.
Publication is guaran·
teed only .for those ads
which have been pa id for
in advance. Other ads may
be deleted due to space
limitations. No claSSified
ads may be taken over the
phone. The deadline for
submission is 3 p.m. Friday
of
the
week
before
publication.
The Current will not
publish both first and last
names in any ad. Ads considered by the editors to
be in poor taste will not
be published.

calendar
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• Material
for
"around
UMSL" should be submitted
in writing no later than 3 p.m.
Thursday of the week before
publication to Jan Braton ,
around U MSL editor, Current,
1 Blue Metal Office Building,
8001 Natural Bridge Road, SI.
Louis, Mo. 63121. Phone
items cannot be accepted.
Material may be edited or
excluded to satisfy space or
content requirements.
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HAVE YOU ALWAYS HAD '~"

DISCOLORED TEE·TH.9
ARE YOU UNDER
30 YEARS OLD?

...

.

.",

If SO, the discoloration may have been caused by a dnug
. given to you when you were a young c h i l d . ';'"
It has been alleged that a widely-used antibiotic presirlption drug commonly referred to as Tetracycline may c8"l/?e
permanent discoloration of the teeth (yellow-brown-grayblack) if the drug is taken when a person's teeth "are
growing.

.'"..

Tetracyclines were sold under several brand nameS incl'uding Achromycin, Achrostatin, Aureomycin, 'Declomyoin, .!.
Minocin, Mystectlin, Panalba, Panmycin, Polycycline, lRon- ~ I
domycin, Signemycin, Terramycin, Terrastatin, Tetrex:?fld
Vibramycin_

.

'l ~ j

A group of lawyers are presently representing hundreds of
people making claims against various manufacture~ '
Tetracycline for the alleged damage caused them by ~
coloration or staining of their teeth.
-

.:

•

:It:
•~
:.
~
:.;,

If your teeth are discolored or otherwise damaged from etracycline consumed as a child, you may have a legal rightto
make a claim for compensation for this damage. This legal
right may eXj:)ire with passage of time.
For more information call this toll free number:

.,.

. 1-800-892-8021 - in Missouri
1-800-826-6152 - outside Missouri
.

--,
=Q

TIMOTHY H. BOSLER, ESQ.
~'
TETRACYCLINE A TTORNEYSGROUP
SUITE 800, WESTOWNE \;111 - . LIBERTY, MISSOURI 64068
~."

eaturesl arts
They're Cheering For

Explores The
Mystery of The
Male Physique

~

Richard Loren Klahs
_bo_O_k_c_r~c________________~

"Chunks: An Intimate Look At .,
Some Very Available Men"
by Patty Brown and Anna

UMSL

"

Sequoia
(M. Evans and ' Company, Inc. '

$4 .95)
In the past few years there has
been a veritable explosion of
publications
and
calendars
featuring " This Year'~ Beefcake ." What was once locked
away .in the closet, has. come
rushing forth to the streets ..Men
of all shaIJe;; , sizes, -colors, etc .. ,
have been molded into sexual
objects of desire.
From humble beginnings in
magazines like " Playgirl" and
" CosmopOlitan," t o the .more
extreme " Blueboy" ... the male
physique has become an cibjet
d' art.

MarjorIe Baue't
fe·atures/arts,.:e:...:d:,.:il...:.
o_r _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

-'' -'.'C

heerleading

at
UMSL?
" Definitely, yes, responded a
.
' small,
but
ext r emely
enthusiastic group , practi cin g
;t.-·- the ar t of dancing and cheerleading on th(:
balcony at Mar k Twain Gymnas ium,
Le d by an' equally enthu siastic and wellqualified coach, Carol McGraw, the team
works year .round perfecting routines' and
·""staying in top physical shape for th e ir per· , ~ Jormance ,
supporting
the
UMSL
basketball games.
1"" The squad has existed at UMSL, McGraw
/, said, as long as basketball has , " Judy
, v Berres,
the retiring assistant athletic
::'::dir ector, told me that at one tim e , UMSL
'· ...boasted not only a cheering squad, but also a
, ' pompon squad, The differ ence being," she
, . ,.said , " that the pompon squad dances, while
tile che erleaders do cheers to entice the
crowd to cheer for the team, " .
McGraw, a teaching associate in biology
on campus , is also cheerleading coach. She
. ,: ~gb t into cheerleading, sh e said. by be ing a
·'Clleerleader. " I had a high s chool
,,·' t:!"heerleading squad," she said , " and when I
'~; l'I'loved to SL Louis, I did cheering at Priory
~ :'School and also a year at Missouri Baptist.
" Onc e I started working on my master's at
' UMSL, I decided that's what r really wanted
-~ do - coach cheerleading.
" My undergraduat e de gr ee is physical
• educ at ion, so I class mys elf as a coach. I'm
'a'lso a gymnastics coach. I've worked here
. ,for four years with Olympiad, a private
gymnasium group, which is a gymnastics
training center. I am coaching a team
there.
"I consider myself to be more qualified at
this job than most, because I've got the experience with conditioning, gymnastics ,
plus dancing, which was m y forte. So 1 feel
my background is well rounded. I really
enjoy teaching," she said.
_ The criteri a for someone interes t ed in
Joining the cheerl eading team is that a student must be taking 12 hours' credit and be a
C average stud ent, sh e said. "I've only been
doing this for one year and as far as I ca n
see, most people on campus don·t even
know there's an athletic department here.
Most students s eem to be so into th e commuter mode that they don't know there's
even a gym here.
. "Ch e erleading has two reputation s,"
McGraw said. " Either that they're stuck up,
:prissy tyes or the opposite extreme, neither
tit which is true.
- :-.. A cheerleader," McGraw expla ined ,
'; has to have some kind of inter est in
athletics , You 've got to ha ve the commitment to work hard , because you're going to
~ t yo ur body in top shape. We do stretchin'g
xercises before we even b egin, and it's
especially important for the guy s, because
of the skills needed to lift the girls.
" When you see ice-dancing. for instance,
~ u think, 'that's easy.~ But there 's a lot of
hard training behind that. And the same IS
'tru e for cheering.
" I think I started t-he squad out on the
right foot last year ," she said, "when there
were only girls and they didn't have a coach.
Most of their work resulted from their having tried it"
,.
. .
McGraw explained that most of the Dlvl'''' sLan I and II teams have males on the
cheerleading team. " They're not' sissies' by
any means," she said " They're probabl y
, some of the most well-developed y outh in
~'--""
,the sport because of what' they can d o. Th ey
:- n ave to train and lift weight s constantly,
" wllich the girls do, too, to a lesser degree.
}:.~, Ihey have to be flexible an? have a 'fluid'
motion," sbe said , "whlch means a
rhythmic movement. \Ve dev.elop this over
time. Their timing in action IS crUCiaL
-;m ' " Cheering satisfies the need to par-.• lIticipate in athl etic activities for those who
--.,.den't like the contact sports, the roughness
rAnd competitiveness of the 'star' sp orts like
(ennis, but do want to be where the t eam
goes, to support it ,- ' McGraw ended ";,It h
conviction. "It' s an artistic expresslOn.

fo
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Cedri c R. Anderson

COACH: Carol McGraw, teaching associate in biology and cheerleadi~~
coach at UMSL, is looking forward to taking her squad to camp, later
April.

COMING DOWN: Members show how the
pyramid comes down, ready to catch the top
person of the group.
'McGraw s aid her first goal III taking over
the team was to get new uniforms for the
group. " We went to camp and the girls just
loved it," she said. " The camp was III
Memphi s
run
by
the
University
Cheerleaders Association. The girls
learned so much from all the big time
scho ols such as Clemson, Nebraska and
Okl a homa. I just can't wait to pick this
y ear's s quad to go. We dont't have a chance
to m eet the really big teams here.
'.
" Th ey work so hard (at camp) for five
days and there' s a competition at the end.
Th e s quad picked to go in April will have a
super time, " she said enthusiastically.
The subject of injuries came up. "We did
have a major injury last Dec.18," she said.
" It was the last day of finals, and the group
wa s having photographs taken. The
ph otographer said. ' Hey, that's great. Do it
again!' After the photographs were taken
and the py ramid was coming down, somehow the smalles t girl on the team fell
through the catching members. She frac-tured her skulL But there she is ," McGraw
said. "back again and as hard at it as
ever 1"
Apparently such accidents are freakish,
" We work hard at avoiding injury," McGraw
said. "The idea is not to 'get to the floor.' I
watch everyone , so we do things like lifting
the best pos sible to avoid strain.
" At the Olympiad I try to take the team
where tbey can practice on trampoline , an d
there' s a spring floor. It not so complicated
,as it is just hard work," she said. "We start
from the bottom and work up.
"The by-laws say I can pick eight guys and
eight girls for the squad," McGraw said ,
adding that the group is active all year long,
''I'm looking now for people to train. And I
will pi ck a squad to go to camp We aim for
one gu y for every girL
" At camp, they' ll meet members from
highly experienced teams and they' ll learn
che ers all week long. They can jazz up the
routines any way th ey want, so it gives
freed om of artistic expression. And there
are partner stunt competitions, too" she
added.
Participating in such an effort, McGraw
sa id , can really help UMSL's image. To foster interest. she s aid. UMSL sponsored a
high school 'i nvitational this February, and
"w e had several ci ty and county schools
participating. s o ·it wa s a good mix," she
said . " I made a tap e ofthe performance, and
our team never looked s o good, And the
remarks of the high school kids, like, 'Look
at those sharp college kids, they're so good,'
really helped our leaders feel great about
themselves."

TH E SQUAD: Back Row, Left to Right, Tighe Anderson, Kevin Harrah,
Steve Barwick, Steve Berardino.
.
Middle Row, Left to Right. Dana Aranson, Jill Vietmeler, Janelle Gonzales,
Jenifer Scurlock
.
Seated, Left, Tracy Singer and Chris Kolodgle.

PYRAMID: Cheerleaders demonstr. e their form in a multiple pyramid
reaching its peak
" Th e team has turned arouna aDout 900
percent to what they wer e doing this time
last year ," McGraw said, as we left to watch
a demonstration of cheering versus
danCing.

Those interested
in joining th e
cheerleadin g t eam should conta ct Carol
McGraw at the biology department or atthe
Mark Twa in Building, where they hold prac'
tice sessions

Elderho'stel Sponsors
IThe St~ Louis Renaissance'
850 institutions in all 50 U.S. states.

'Eileen Pacino
rep orter

The month cif May sees departing
UMSL graduates who think they
know a thing or two and are eager to
leave books arid lectures behind .
May also sees a new crop of older
and' wiser men and women come to
UMSL eager to hear iectures and to
learn a thing or two. They are the
participants
in
a
week-long
educational program from May 18 to
24 called ElderhosfeL
Based on the European youtb hostel concept of low-cost travel and
housing accomodations, Elderhostel offers short--term, reasonably!..,O'MPUTING: Two members of last year's Elderhoste I program d iscuss their printout in the ·miced a cademic programs at over
" computer class.
"\,

"

and in Canada, Australia, Great Britain, Ir eland, Italy, Israel, Mexico,
Spain and Egypt.
Programs are open to individuals
60 year s of age or older. Spou s es or
companions, 50 years or older may
accompany a partiCipant. For fees
of $185 to $205 per person, UMSL
Elderhostelers receive six nights in
a double ro om, all meals, five days
of classes, and a variety of extra-curri cular a ctivities .
.
There is financial assistan ce in
the form of a limited number of
" hostel s hi ps" (scholarships) for
See "Eldt!r," page 8

No small enterprise here, the
ma le body often translates into
big bu cks for publishers of books
and magazines.'
,
Keeping this in' mind, two
young women, Patty Brown and
Anna Sequoia, have put together
their own little treatise regard-ing this modern day diversion.
Their book is " Chunks: ' An
Intimate Look At Some Very
Available Men" (M. Evans and
Company).
Brown and Sequ.oia have
a'ssembled a motley--crew. Their
be'vy of men are not necessarily
" hunks" (although some of tliem
could be.) Rather, these dudes
fall into the " chunks" category .
Th e authors have borrowed
techniques used by " Playboy"
mag azine. Along with re vealing
photos of the men in question
(posing in various states of undress) the male models are asked
to fill out little questionnaires.
Their responses to s eemingiy
innocuous qu estions, provides
the reader with insights regard-ing the mens ' variou s sensibilities and idiosyncras ies .
The following are but a few
inspired
' examples
from
"Chunks: An Intim at e Look At
Some Very Avail able Men" :
Marty Sapper stein is 5 feet 10
and lives in New York. His
favorite 'actress is Jacqueline
Bisset. His favorite card gameis
Poker. He lo ves to jog and windsurf. A little on the chunky side,.
Marty says " I make every meal a
sensua l oc casi on."
Alvin J. Porter, Ph.D. is 5 feet 9
and we ighs In at under 145 lbs. A
graduat'e of M.LT., ' Alvin' s
favorit e actr ess in Victoria PrincipaL He likes butten,nilk, and
hi s fav orit e movie is "The Sound
Of Music." Something of an
unkempt preppie, Alvin has'been
quoted as saying: "I want a girl
with lots of meat on her, and
r eall y big breasts. That's what I
want. "
Chip Ledge, a mu s cular out-doorsy type sums it up this way,
"I like a van 1" Chip is a Capricorn
and has muscles" .. '. ' hard as
r ock 1"
While all of the men chosen by
the auth ors are -unique, some of
them stand above' and ' beyond
the crowd.
Eddie Maron e, for instance,
with all of his leather and chain
gear comes acr oss almost sensi·
tive. A community college student
Eddie admires actor
Lor~nzo Lamas (ali as : "L'ance"
of "Falcon Crest.") Anoth,er
native New Yorker, Eddie is fond
of pizza. He dreams of o""wning '~
__ . . a big Cadillac" and "his
favorite actres s is LindaEvans
(alias: " Krystal Carrington" of
" Dynasty. ")
Dentist, Stanley Rob ert Hertz,
D.D.S. sh ar es a few dental tips.
"The hardest teeth to floss yourself are the molars." "Flossing
thre e times a day keeps the
periodontist away1" His favorite
actress was Margaret Hamilton
(who rec ently passed away and
Was featured as the wicked witch
in the film " The Wizard Of Oz.)
One of life' s greatest regrets for
Dr. Hertz is expressed in his
quote: ''I'm so very sorry I never
got to meet Walt Disney."
Nathan Olinsky, who likes to go
by the moniker"Brick,".sums up
his philosophy with a few notable
quotes as welL "I like to take a
girl out to dinner a few · times
before the ' main event.' It's nice,
it m akes us both feel good, and it
gives me a chanceto weed out the
weirdos"
The men des cribed by Brown
and Sequoia are from the so-See "Men," page 8
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arns Against Setting Forest Fires
--------------~------

Jim Schwartz
reporter

Picture the setting; a 65 degree
day with a slight wind blowing, and
the sun shining. My friends and I
had gone out to the country to
spend the night at my camper.
Usually there is no one else
around when I go out there. But
this day there was another group of
slightly older guys at a nearby
camper.
They had arrived before us, and
had already managed to bury their
truck in th e mud of a hillside which
was drenched from a recent rain- fall. It took all seven of us to get
that monster out, accomplishing
our good deed for the day. Little
did we know, things were going to
get worse.
The breeze blowing kept things
windbreaker
cool ,
so
both
campsites had fires going. The
other group of guys celebrated th e
liberation of their truck by going
fishing, leaving their campfire lit.
in the breeze, surrounded by dry
leaves; get it?
Their campsite was just far
away enough through th e trees to
. where you had trouble see ing it
clearly . I thought I was seeing
things at first, for through the
trees I saw what I thought was a
bunch of campfi r es going. I look ed
and looked and finally yelled to my
friends about the flames.
'
My one friend from the army ,
who had a better view , jumped up
and ran towards the fire s houting ,
shovels in hand. My other friend
and I didn 't think it was that
serious because the other guys had
just left.
But as we drew closer we could

It.

.

HITCHHIKERS: John Cusack and Daphne Zuniga are unwilling
traveling companions. in Rob Reiner's "The Sure Thing," new on
video

-./

'Sure Thing,' 'Street Scene" I
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Nick Pacino
film c ritic

FOREST FIRE!: A pleasant weekend in a pastoral setting can turn into a raging disaster if care is not
taken in dousing all unattended fires. The danger cannot be stressed enough.
see that the flames were alreadv
nea ring the propane tank s o~
their camper.
The three of us spent the next 45
minutes or so wrestling with the
spreading flames. It' s a creepy
feeling one gets when fighting fire.
wondering if you're going to win or
lose. It was a new one on me. and I
didn't like it very much .
But we succeeded in putting out
the fire at the cost of a pa ir of

singed tennis shoes. But I di dn't
mind about my s ho es , as the'
flames eventually would have
spread
to
my
camper.
Meanwhile , the other guys were
still out fi s hing. We tried to find
them, but could not. So we left a
note on their camper explaining
their charcoal colored property.
The burnt ground went real nice
with the two foot trenches they had
dug with their truck tires. Learn-

ing a valuable lesson, we doused
our fire
extenSively before
leaving.
I must admit, I've never taken
Smokey the . Bear too seriously .
But now I can see the importance
of his message all too clear ly.
Campers please, summer is on
the way. That means a lot of dry
stuff will be laying around , the
stuff that forest fires are made of.
\Put O'lt those-campfires!

,- -----------------_ ._- --------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------'

Elder
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call ed " real world. " They are the
lawyers, dentists, accountants.
They are the aging hippies, dumb
jocks, and guys next door.
These men are pl entiful and
they are mostly all looking for
one thin g: "Some lreautiful girl to
come home to."
If nothing else, this book
epitomizes the state of the art
when it comes to the business
of "beefcake. "
While the other books and
calendars simply hint at the
heart of the matter, the men
interviewed in this book put it
directly on the line.
'
In the words of Nathan "Brick"
Oiinsky , " I'm great,in bed' "

those who cannot affo rd fees.
Elderhostel is a state-wide program in Missouri. Some of the participating institutions besides the
University Qf Missouri system are:
YMCA of the Ozarks-PotosL Park
College-Parkville, Av ila CollegeKansas City, Hanni bal-LaGrange
College; and in St. Louis , Thompson
Center and Fontbonne College.
If you think Elderhoste l courses
are
lightweight,
think
again .
University of Missouri-Rolla is
offering " Astronomy , Stoneh enge ,
and other Marvels ." University of
Missouri-Columbia is offering " Do
They reall y Speak Elizabeth an
English in the Ozarks' '': and Park
College is fe ;l turing " Ludwig van

Beethoven and the Romantic
Revolution."
It's not all long hair. however.
Othe r choice s include " Wild, Edible
Plants: Fun, Free, and Healthy"
Centra l 1'l'1issouri State University;
"Computers Don't Byte People"
Avila College ; and "The Lively Art
of Storytelling" Thompson Center.
Her e at UMS L the week is devoted
to "The St. Louis Renaissance."
This course will focus on the
architectural rebirth of St. Louis.
Students will be examining in the
class room and via fieldtrips
renovation projects of Union Station , the Fox Theatre, and large scale neighborhood revitalization
achievements . such as Sou'\ard and

Lafayette Square areas. The class
will also focus on the growth and
development of the St. Loui s
Symphony.
The courses are noncredit. Prior
knowledge is not required , and
there are no exams . Ho ste lers can
have Ph.D.s or never have
graduated from high school.
Registration is now open. ' For
more information, call Ma'rilyn
Maguire at 524-0155.

Last
Chance
to
Write
Features For Your Portfolio!
Only Three Issues To Go! Call
Marjie - 5174.

ROb
Reiner's
. acclaimed
romantic- comedy i' Sure Thing"
(1985) has made its video debut
from Emb assy Home Entertainment. John Cusack and Daphne
Zuniga play col lege students who
are reluctant companions on a
cross-country
auto
trip
to
California.
Cusack, with an upper-class, fastfood nature , and Zuniga. a serious
polioshed type , are giltedge foils for
'each other. Both screen novices.
they show genui ne talent, as their
comic advantures bring out some
delightful qualities. .
Talented director Reiner gives us
his creative 'salute to the Gable/
Lombard comedv classics of the
1930s, and a supe"rior teenage story
in the proc ess . VHS/ Beta Co lor 94
min. Rated PG-13
A vintage melodrama with
graphic realism. "Street Scene"
(1931) has hit the racks from Kartes
Video. Stars are . 'Svlvia Sidney
(Damien OmenI!' 19'78) , Willia~
Collier, Jr. and Be ulah Bondi (it's a
Wonderful Life" 1946).
Faithfully based on Elmer Rice' s
Pulitzer Prize-winning play. director King Vidor ("Due l in the Sun"
1947) uses pio neer camera 'Nork to
show the lives of tenement dwellers
in DepreSSion-era New York City.
The acting is superb. particularly by
Bondi , in her film debut. The
dynamic mu sic by Alfred Newman ,
winner of nine Os cars, is important
icin g on this emotion-filled study of
a varied lot of humans VRS/Bet.a B/
W. 78 min.

Cindy William s (" Laverne and _ .
Shirley") and Ben Vereen ( All That I
Jazz" 1979) star in the absurdly
funny film, " Gas-s-s" (1970), from
Lightning Video. A defense plant
leaks a gas which speeds up the '
aging process , leaving only the
under 30 crowd to run the world . A
teen-age fantasy if there ever wa s
one'
Master horror director Roger
Corman '("The Masque of tlie' Red
Death" 1964) brings out the best in
his yo ung cast , along with some
hilar10us insight to the plot. VHS/ ' ,
Beta. Color. 79 m in. Rated PJ}
A stimulating World War II Film,
"One of Our Aircraft is MiSSIng"
(1941) is just out from Republic Pic- ".,
hires Home Video. Directed by
Michael Powell and Dmeric PEes s burger, it stars Eric Portman, '
Peter Ustinov and Godfrey Tearle . .
An exciting and thoughtfulJilm
sketch of British bomber crew
forced to bailout over Nazi occupied
territory , and their battles to evade
capture. VHS/Beta. B/W. 103 min . ..'
RKO Home Video announced the
r~lease of several episodes' from
two classic TV series, "The 'D ick
Powell Theatre" (1961-63) and '~ The,.,
Rogues' (1964-65).
The award-winning " Dick Powell
Theatre" used top-notch a'c fors,
directors, writers , camera p'eu ple .
and up-coming stars . Producer~
Powell. who played in - '; ome
episodes,
emplDyed
~~such
luminaries as Ralph Ballamy ~
Edgar Bergen , Lloyd Bridges, Mic-~
key Rooney, Carol yn Jones , Ronald
Reagan. Milton Berle, Peter" Falk I
(an Emmy winner for his rol'e.t Lee
Marvin.
Keenen Wynn, ruger"
Stevens and many more.
." w.
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After four years of college, you've earned the right
to drive to your brand new job
in a brand new car. Even if you
don't have the bucks for a big down
payment,
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That's why Enterprise offers a specialleasing program just for seniors
and graduate students in their final
semester, and recent college graduates , With Enterprise , you make no
down payment, You can choose
from any of GM 's new passenger
cars or light duty trucks and pay
a low, fixed monthly rental. And
you can take up to 90 days to
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It doesn't take a
college degree to figure
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If you'd like to know more about-,,- ",
our special leasing program , just give '
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ivermen
Back On Top With 7-1 Week
.
Dave Brown
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,1;J"MSL MUSCLE: Gray Schwartz, Ron Hoerner, John Mu~phy and Ton¥ Leasck are among the
, reasons why the UMSL Rivermen went 7-1 last week and Improved their record to 14-7.

Tennis Decline Continues
;.1'-{

'\

t U J J
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.. .;J;he UMSLtennis tea m suffered
th ough another tough week, with
th'e"onlY ray of sunshine being the
'I Riv.ermen·s first victory of the
se~~Qn. a 5-4 win over Webster
Uni vers itv.
:rh'e me'n fini s hed th e week with a
83~1 .:mark to make their season's
tot als 1- 5 ov er all and 0-2 in MissQ,If,Ci
Intercollegiate
Athl etic
Asso c iati on play. The Riverwomen
went 0-4 last week and ar e now 1-8
~ aiJ,dO-5 in the MIAA.
Because of darkness, the Riverl~~n's match with Webst er was
p'{a!'ed in two days . The No.1 and No.
2,:,do ubles match es were played on
,s econd day. Scott Stauffer/land
~te\t Schrama won 7-6, 6- 1. 6-3 .
. wh ile Alex Schaubitl and Ne il
Wli
\.
.- iiams won the other doubles
ma tch. 6-4, 6--l.
• --trrsingles competiti on. UMSL got
• wins from St auff er (6-1. 6-4),
Schaubitz (6-1. 6--0) and Tom Swift
~ (6-2 . 6--2.6- 1),
Tw o of the Riv-ermen's losses
CaHre against Kno x a nd Greenville
( ~ by 8-1 scores) in a triangular
meet. UMSL defaulted for two of the
lo ss es. as their sixt h man wa s unabl e to ma ke the trip.
In the loss to Knoxville , the
, dou bl es te am of Rich Rogers and
James Boldt wo n, 8-5 . Two UMSL
s in cri es matches went to three sets.
Botdt, aga in, was the lone winner
against host Greenvill e. He took his
• sin gles match, 3-.6. 6-4 , 6-2.

l

UMSL tennni s coach Jeff Zoellner
had some unfavorable words about
the play ing conditions.
" The Greenville match was
played und~r the lights , and the
lights were poor," he said.
Against Saint Louis Univ ersity,
the Rivermen also fell, 8-1. The
Rogers and Boldt doubles team
came away with the only UMSL victor v 4-6 6-1 , 6--2 . In singles matches, - Rog~rs and Boldt both lost in
three sets, the only UMSL playe rs to
do so. Rogers lost 3-6 , 7-6, 0-.6.
Boldt lost 1-6, 6-3 , 7-5.
The men will host Northeast Missouri State on Friday at noon.
The UMSL women's tennis team
took three losses in the Missouri
Western State Quad. They lost 8-1 to
Kearney State, 5-4 to Missouri Western and 7-2 to South Dakota.
Sue Steiniger was the lone UMSL
winner against Kearney State (who
repl ac ed William Wood s) . She took
her s ingle s match 4-6, 6-1. 6-l.
Seven of the eight losses came in
two sets, with Nancy Tao go ing three
sets before falling 2-6 , 6-4,3-6.
Again st
Missouri
Wsetern,
Steiniger again was a winner, 6-2 , 26, 6-3 . She was joined by Tao (6-1.61) and Stacey Schmidt (6-0, 6-0) .
Tao and Nancy Sedej picked up a
perfect match victory in their
doubles competition with identical
6--0 whitewashings.
Schmidt (6-3, 6-4) and Tao (6-1,
6--3) were singles winners for UM SL
in th e match against South Dakota.
Tao and Sedej to ok their doubels
match top three sets before
falling.

In a s ingle match against
North east Missouri State University, the Riverwomen were shut out.
9-0. The RIverwomen failed to pick
a game in the competition.
The Riverwomen host TennesseeMartin and Southeast Missouri
State in their next action on April
16.

-·"'p.r

A week a go , UM SL baseball Jim
Brady predicted that the Rivermen
were ready to go on a roll, and they
d.id not let him down. They went 7-1
and improved teir record to 14-7.
The Iowa Wesleya n team was the
first victim for the Rivermen as
they play ed a doubleheader last
Tu es day. Ken E ckardt a freshman,
picked up his first win of the season
in the first game, 5-2, and Tim Branneky was the winner in the 16-6
second gam e Victory .
On Wednesday, the Rivermen
faced crosstown rival St. Louis
University, pulling out a very close
4-3 win. Don Bo ck threw all nine
innings to gain the victory. Bock had
eight strikeouts an d ve ry good
control.
"He did a good job," Brady said.
" The key to his success is that he
doesn't walk peop le."
The Rive rmen sc ored o.ne run in
the fourth and sco red the oth e r
three in the sev enth. They broke a II tie when John Mu rphy an d Ron
Aiello singled and Vic Woe bel
followed with a double to score
Murphy. Russell Muenks then hit a
sacrifice fl y to sco re Aiello for the
third run. Greg King, Tony Le asc k
and Gary Schwartz all walked to
score Woe bel with what became the
winnin g run.
Thur sday, the Ri ve rmen faced a
tough So ut hern Illinoi s UniversityEdwa rdsville team. Th e UMSL
squad was hand ed a 4-3 los s in ten
innings. Brady felt his te am should
have won the game in regulation.
but a contro versial ca ll nullified a

Ron Hoerner two-run homer. In t he
seventh Hoerner hit a " 450-foot
blast" that landed foul but had been
fair when it left the park. However,
UMSL di d not get the ca ll, and SlU-E
kept a2-1lead and increased it to 31 in the eighth .
The Ri ve rmen fought back to tie
th e game in the ninth. Ho erner and
Aiello Singled and Joe Ku ster
advanced them with a bunt. Muenks
followed with a single to e ven the
score at 3-3.
A1thu gh SlU-E won the game in
the tenth on an UM SL error, coach
Brady was pleased with his te am ' s
effort.
" We feel it was a psychologi ca l
victory," he said. "We showe d them
that we could play with them. That's
a ballgame we should have had , no
question ."
The team als o received a jolt
when second base man Greg King
suffered a broken wrist in the sixth
inning in a co lli sion at th,e plate and
will be lost for the season. King, who
h ad not committed an error all
season, had been an integral pa rt of
the team thus far.
" Greg will be 'sorely missed,"
Brad y said. " He perform ed ve ry
well in th e second spot in the
order. "
John O' Brien has replaced King in
the lineup. Acc ord ing to Brady,
O'Brien is an aggressive player who
can handle the bat well. Brady says
that if O' Brien can play under cont rol his def ense will take care of
itself.
With no time to regroup, the
Rivermen played Mi sso uri Baptist
in a doub le head e r on Friday. Bob
Simp s on pick e d up the win in the ·
fir st gam e 4-3, and John Markham

The UMSL Riverm en golf team
faired well in their first competition of the Season as they hosted
the annual Riverman Invtational.
They finished in a tie with St. Louis
University for third place with
team scores of 322 .

Game Results
Monday, March 31

Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville won the tournament
with a team score of 309. The
University
of
Missouri- Rolla
placed second with a team score of
314, and had the Invitational
medali s t in Dyke Miller, who shot
a one-over-par 72.

COED
ROTC 6, H eaven ly Dog 0
Purple H aze 5, Net ResOlts 2

MEN'S
NADS 4, Tekes 0
Sting Rays 6. Pikes 3

UMSL'8
Bob
Cissell
tied
Jonathon Lee of Washington
University and John Olsen of St.
Louis University for fifth place
with a six-over~par 77.

Wednesday, April 2

COED
NFC 4, Steamers 0
Pikes 1, Sting R ays 0

Team Scores: Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville,
309;
University of Missouri-Rolla 314 '
UMSL, st. Louis University '322~
Washington University, 326;' Lin~
coln University, 344 ; PrinCipia
College, 371; Blackburn, 407 .
.

MEN'S
Arrows 5, JSH 1
ROT C 7, Whatevers 4

Soccer-Softball Works For Three
i FO RE ! UMSL's Bob Cissell tee s off during the Rive rman

Invitational held this past Monday at the Normandie Country
Club. Cissell shot a six-aver-par 77 to finish fifth.

Diane Schlueter
ass!. spo rt s editor

Editor's Note: Last week, the
basketball/softball
players
explained their feelings about playingtwo sports. This week, the soccer
players, who also play softball, will
discuss their feelings on the
subject.
Like basket b all and soft ball, soccer and so ftball are two verv different sp orts . Thre e athletes,
LatlT·ie AldV. Kris Caldwell and
Linda Rogo;. parti cipa te in the soc cer and softball progra ms at UMSL,
;t and they agree.
"Soccer is hustling and being at
th e right place at the right time, "
Aldv said . " Softball is m o re pr ec ise.
Th~ p~actices are a lot more
• intense. Li sa (Studnicki. UM SL
softball coa ch) brings it out. ,.
TWO OF THREE: Linda Rogoz (left) and Kris Caldwell, along with
In co mparing the two sports , each Laurie Aldy, are three UMSL softball players who also play on the
(
mentioned a difference in the Riverwomen soccer team.
.. coaching styles. "Lisa makes you
work, and Ke,nny (Hudson, UMSL
University- Edwardsville , in a 3-2
offensive categories. Among the
soc ce r coac h) expects you to."
Riverwomen win .
seven are a .3 70 average, 20 hits and
Rogoz said . " Lisa is not afraid to tell
Between the soccer and softball
21 runs scored. Aldy is also the only
.vou what you are doing wrong.
seasons, there is a short break for
member of the team to have hit a
Kenny is m;re laid- back. "
those athletes who chose to play
homerun .
"Lisa is more intense as a coach,"
both sports, unlike the basketball
Aldy says that the discipline in
Aldy said .
and softball seasons. As pra cti ce for
softball is harder. "'Softball is a lot
Ca ldwell is appreciative for all
softball began a few weeks before
more time consuming than soccer,"
~nicki has done for her. "She's
the basketball season ended, only
she said. "Softball is everyday. Soctaught me a lot," she said. "She
seven players began the workouts
cor was only on the weekends . ,In
found me a job so that I could
on time. Four players were still
softball, we miss more classes."
, play. "
involved in the basketball season.
Margaret Graff, assistant softball
•
Rogoz is the UMSL leader in RBIs
(Gain , Kaye Klotzer, Deb Moreno
co ach, has also been a great help to
with 10, and two of those Were game
and Juanita Snow)
.
the three. "She adds the humor,"
winners. She is also leading the I
Because the entire team was not
Aldy said .
team in· doubles with three.
at the pre-season workouts, concen.. "She gets you up when your depCaldwell, who is a back-up goalie
trating was harder for the players
ress ed," Rogoz said.
for UMSL, is currently tied with two
who did partiCipate. "There were
Aldy, who finished the soccer
others (Marlene Burle and Grace
only seven of us at the beginning
season with nine goals (second on
Gain) in walks with nine . Caldwell
because of basketball, " Aldy said .
f .tne..team), is also currently leading
also has a game-winning RBI
"It was hard to stay intense, but we
. "t'heRiverwomen in seven different
against
Southern
Illinois
stuck together."

·
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See "basebalI,"page 11 ·

SI U- E Takes Riverman Invitational
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was the winner in the 10-3 second
game. Simpson came on in the
second game to gain a save to go
with his win.
"Bob is really pitching well. I feel
comfortable going to him any tim.e,"
Brady said .
UMSL scored the winning run of
the first game when Gary Schwartz
drew a walk, and Tom Lewis came
on to pinchrun for him. Lewis,
although he is a pitcher, is also one
of the fastest men on the team . He
proceeded to steal second and then
scored on . a Mike Prendergast
single.
The highlight of the second game
was a two-run homer by leftfielder
Joe Kuster that "put the game on
ice." John Stevenson and Greg
Ramsbottom also contributed some
key hits to the UMSL attack.
To conclude a busy week, the
University of Missouri at Rolla
Miners came to town for two games
on Saturday.
Bock raised his record to 4-1 even
though he didn't have his best stuff
in the first game. Leasck and
Murphy led the way as UMSL won
11-4. Murphy went 3-for-4 and hit
whast Brady termed "two gargantuan shots ."
" I was tentative about starting
him (due to an injury), but trainer
Charlie Kennedy did a good job getting him ready for the game,"
Brady said.
In the nightcap , Tom Lewis again '
pi tc hed a fine game, posting a 15-2
win .
Because of the huge lead, Brady
was able to be fle x ible and insert
some otherJleQPlL!n!.O the game._

Medalist: Dyke Miller, UM.
Rolla, one-over-par 72
73- Kyle Moats , SIU-E
76- Todd Cress and Keith Gocal;
SIU-E
77- Bob Cissell, UMSL; Jonathon
Lee, Washington University; John
Olsen, SLU

Softball Team ,Runs Into' Difficult 'Week
Dan Noss
editor

sp orts

Th e 3-4 s lump that the UMSL
Riverwomren softball team (14-9)
s uffered this past wee k was of no
alarm according to coach Lisa
Studnicki.
"I anti c ipate d this'" Studnicki
said . "We're into the better t ea ms
now.
Studnicki
had a
thr ee- fold
explanation for the losses.
First. were tired right now'-' she
said ." Ag a ins t Central and SIU, we
hit the ball well. But we just didn't
get any hits. We also started to see
som.e quicker pitching. Th e ball has
a little movement on it.··
UMSL's last five losses h'ave
come by one run. The strikout total
for the last four games was 14.
"We' re being too hesitant. That's too
many strikeouts," Studnicki said.
She a lso said that a number of the
strikeouts came without the Riverwomen swinging at a pitch. Something
Studnicki
feels
is
unaccepatable.
UM~L had just seven hits in the
final three losses and scored just
one run. Studnicki feels this goes
back to being tired. Many times
when a player goes into a slump,
they tend to do a lot of things that
they don' t do normally .

Last weeks UMSL Riverwomen
scores:

UMSL 7, NW Missouri 0
NW Missouri 4. U, 1SL 1
Wayne State L UMS L 0
UMSL 10. McK en dree 1
Central Missouri 2, UMS L 1
SIU-E 1. UMSL 0
U:'1SL 1, McKendree 0
If ir s clo se they sh ould swing.
You have to make the other team do
three t hings: field , throw and catch
t he t hrow. " Studni cki said.
She was co ncern ed that the Riverwomen will get too far into the
slump by worry ing too much about
it.
" 1 don 't want them to pu s h and
pre ss like thi er in a big hitting
slump ."

The competition was th e best that
UMSL had faced this season. It
wasn' t only the pitching that was
giving UMSL problem s. In the game
against Wayne State, Laurie Aldy
led off th e game with a tripl e. She
sat there as the Ri verwomen failed
to get even a sacrifice fly to bring
her in.
"I don't know what I wa s doing
over there coaching," Studnickisaid, taking blame for the 1- 0 loss .
" I was relying on someone to bring
her in. With that leadoff triple we
were ready to go. But we couldn't
do anything."
Wayne State is ranked 13th in
the nation.
Studnicki still feels her team will
come around for the final three
weeks of the season. She says that

,

.

tcram offense is the only problem at
this time.
"The pitching is holding their own
and the defense is working things
out," she said. "The other teams are
r ea lly having to work to score
runs. "
Studnicki said that recent practice sessions have included batting
practice with overhand pitching to
get the .team a ccustomed to harder
pitching. She also hasn't been mentioning the won-loss record at
practices.
" It's hard to lose those games, "
she sa id explain'ing a bit of depression on her team. " But I told them,
' let's not pay attention to the record .
If we win, we win. If we lose, we
lose. "
Lucy Gassei is headed for a
record- breaking season. Already
the school record holder in wins
(24). strikeouts (124) and shutouts
(13), she is clOSing in on the season
record for wins of 12. The mark was
set by Carol Hulbert during the
1980 season.
Another Riverwomen, Laurie
Ald y, is also on a record setting
pace. The sophomore is hitting .408
(the school record is .362, Kathy
Boschert-19S3) and should be in
good shape to set a couple of hitting
records. Aldy's 28 runs and 31 hits
bring her within range of UMSL
records, also.
Friday and Saturday, the Riverwomen will compete in the Missouri
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
Round Robin at Warrensburg, MO ..
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Baseball
. from page 9

Pitchers Kevin -Blanton and Matt
INaumann, in his first at- bat of the
season, both drilled doubles to cap
o'ff a fine day for the Rivermen.
- One of the most impressive
a'spects of this team has been their
ability to fight throu gh injuries .
. ·s tevenson, Kuster, Murphy , Hoerrter, Markham, Eckardt and Prendergast have all faced some type of
physical problem this season but
have battled) ack.

" These gu ys s t ill keep coming out
and getting after it:' Brad y said.
" That's a trait that I admire. It 's
snowballed. Everyone has picked
everyone els e up ."
The UMSL running attack has
come a long way since the st art of
the· se as on . The Ri vermen sto le 17
bases agasinst Iowa Wesleyan , ten
against Missouri Baptist and thre e
versus St. Louis University in a
single game The bunting game has
also been used well

"I'm pleas ed with both pha s es,
Brady said. ;'Running opens up
another aspsect of our game. It
gives us an extra dimension."
The Rivermen will fa ce som e
tough comp et ition this we ek as th ey
play Southern Indian a Uni versity,
SIU- E and Wright State, who is
ranked 16th in the country.
" If we continue to maintain this
pace and string together five. six,

s even vict ories in a row. we ' II be
a bl e to look back and say this was
th e wee k that launch ed us," Brady
s aid. " Thi s we ek will be a deciding
fa ctor as to whether we will continue our winnin g way s. "
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COME JOIN

THE MURDER CITY
PLAYERS
AND

Who will yo u

THE UMSL J AZZ BA N D
.

Participate in the

St. Louis Post- Dispatch

be spendin g
friday night wi th?

and

KWMU90.7 FM
WALK FOR RADIO
walkathon which will be held at 2 p.m.
SundeW, May 4, 1986 at UMSL

YOU CAN WIN ...

(A p ri I 25 th)

• $200, $300 or $500 for your stUdent organization

•
•
•
•

a compact disc player from The Sound Room
a weekend for two at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel
a touring bicycle from Touring Cyclists Shops
and other prizes from these sponsors
Au d io Alte rnativ e
Broadway Oysler Bar
Clark & Clark Inc.
Dr. R. Ma nesla r. Ch irop racl or

~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;~~~~;;,

Bob's Pac kage Liquor
Siree iside Records
Vinlage Viny l
L ettuce L eal

Candi cci's R ist o ra n le

Vic Tanny
Looks Plus
Face & Body Li d.

Paul' s Books
Sou nd Wa r eho use, De llwood
W ebst e r Records

and Grey Eagle Distributors, Inc.

.

b

The touring bicycle from Touring Cyclis!.sShoPS Wille
on display at Thomas Jefferson Library.
Sponsor sheets and envelopes
. available at KWMU,1 05 Lucas Hall.
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This ad provided by KWM U st udent staff.
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CHEERLEADING
TRY-OUTS

-, ~

for

U. M.-St. Louis 1986-1987 Squad
Monday April 21 & Wednesday April23
in the

Mark Twain Gym, North Balcony

Try-out material will be
taught Monday April 14
thru Friday April 18 at 2:00
p.m. in Mark Twain Gym.

APRIL 16th

For more information call Virginia at 553-5968.
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All proceeds go to help improve the
Student Broadcast Lab
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"You have to keep tbings -- in .'
perspective."
Lea sck said. HI keep ~
-- -_. -- -------telling myself I'm just a singles.; f
Tony Leas ck is a young man who doubles hitte r."
UMSL baseball coach Jim Brady
like to keep things in pers pective. A
tran sfer student from Missouri has been pleased with Leasck 's perWe s tern. Leasck tried not to set his formance this seaso n. '
" Tony's a self-made player. He' s ,
sights high for his first season on the
worked hard ever since the first~
UMSL baseball team .
" My main concern was making workout. .,
" He alwa ys gives 110 percent ,
the team and starting, " he said. ''I'm '
whether I'm on his case or heaping
ju s t glad to be playing. "
praise on him ," Brady continued . . ",.
' Playing' is an understatement for
"He always responds with a good
what Le asck has accomplished this
effort. I guess the be st compliment I
season. He is second on the team in
can give him is that he is a
batting with a .419 average. He leads
gamer.
the team in walks , has fourteen runs
batted in and has nine stolen bases .
Leas ck was the " Hitter of the Week"
"Tony's a self-made player.
in the Mi s souri Intercollegiate
He's worked hard ever since " j
Athletic Association for the first
the fi rst workout."
~ ~
week of the season.
Although he has performed well
-Jim Brady
. thus far, Leasck has s et no
personal goals .
In t he back of his mind , is a shot at .
.' Staying healthy is the big goal ,"
the pros . But, Leas ck isn't getting'" ,.
he said . " I just want to continue to
his hopes up. " It's sort of a ' be-at.
hit and help out. "
the-right- place- at- the-right-time'
'
A switchhitter, Leasck sees no big
kind of thing ," he said. " You need a
secret to his success. ''I'm seeing
lucky break ."
the ball really well this year ," he
The junior psy chology major
said. " I als o think it is rea lly an
plans to attend gr aduate scho ol
advantag e to hit form both sides."
when his da ys at UMSL are over. If
Leasck has been hitting the he can continue to " keep things in .;.
weights for the past two years but is perspective ," Leasck may help lead
still surprised by the home runs he the Rivermen to an NCAA playoff
berth before he ' s through.
has hit

Dave Brown

VISION
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Leasck Likes To Keep ·
Things In Perspective

'"lutllty

program
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Try-outs are open to all U.M.-St. Louis students
MALE and FEMALE, carrying a minimum of 12
credit hours a semester, Experience is not
necessary. Enthusiasm and the desire to be
better are!

11 :30 - 1 :30p.m.
U. Center Patio
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YOUR MIRTH DAY
CELEBRA 10 !
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10·:0 0- 3:00 ,Free Ro lle r Skating!!
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12:00 · 2:00
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Ga'mes-Prizes-Fun
Hot Air Ballons

Pi cnic- Fo d Spec ial s at Discount Prices
UMSL 'Swing Shl-ft'
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SpeCia l M usical Guest
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Dicky Betts T he Greg A llman Band
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